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ATM LANE Simulator Abstract 
ABSTRACT 
This project describes the development of ATM Local Area Network Emulation (LANE) 
simulator components. In LANE, an A TM network is configured to simulate an Ethernet or 
token ring network and coexist with the legacy network without making any modification to 
them. 
The development of this simulator incorporates several important features. The most 
important feature of the simulator is that it is build based on object-oriented approach, which 
is able to provide the benefits of reusability, flexibility and extendibility. The second 
important feature is that it supports multithreaded operations. This means that every object 
able to act simultaneously. Besides that, the simulator is web-enabled, which means the 
simulator can be accessed from the Internet and thus increase the usability of the network 
simulator. 
This network simulator can helps user to understand the operation of AN and pr vid the 
benefits of testing the network without making any in estment on the real n tw r . hus it 
can save the cost in terms of unnecessary restructuring for experimentation. Further ear h 
on LANE can be carried out with this simulator, 
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 
1.1 Introduction to Networking Technologies 
Changes in the structure of the telecommunications industry and market condition have 
brought new opportunities and challenges for network operator and public service providers 
to upgrade their existing network. LAN network such as Ethernet and Token Ring that have 
been primarily focused on providing basic connectivity services: connecting personal 
computer and terminals to mainframe and midrange systems that ran corporate applications, 
and providing workgroup connectivity at the departmental or division levels need to evolve in 
order to meet new multimedia communications challenges. Besides that, the current network 
need to support the increasing volume of data to be handled by the LANs due to the explosive 
growth in speed and computing power of personal computer. 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) inherent capabilities - such as gigabit-level speed, 
multi-services integration, virtual network and easy scalability mak it an attractiv 
alternative for network growth. rs professional are looking ways to upgrade their building, 
campus and departmental networks incrementally to A TM in ord r t ntr I c t and 
migrate risk. They want to reap the benefits of high speed, high capacity ATM while 
preserving the best element in their existing network infra tructure. Their primn 
consideration is the interoperability of A TM technology with their installed ba e f them t 
and Token Ring equipment, data networking protocols and legac application . 
This is a valid concern, since ATM architecture i differs fundam ntall fr m 1 LAN 
technologies. A TM is a connection-oriented technology. It uses abbreviated addre s called 
a virtual channel identifier, to exchange data between two A TM stati ns o er a virtual 
channel connection, VCC. Legacy ANs, on th oth r hand employ connection less 
transmission technology based on global addre ing. Most of today's data networking 
protocols have been designed to operate uch connectionless networks. Thus, to use ATM 
for practical networking there mu t be someway of ad piing xisting network layer protocol, 
such as IP and IPX, to the connection ori mt d paradigm f ATM. 
Local Ar ·n N twork rnulation LAN 1) i. the soluti n that provide a scalable migrati n 
path of le 1ncy LAN to ATM. A· rdin t Ver ion 1. f the ATM • rum LANI~ 
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specification, "The main objective of the LAN Emulation service is to enable existing 
applications to access an ATM network via protocol stacks like APPN, Net Bios, IPX, etc. as 
if they are running over traditional LANs. ANE works at the media access control (MAC) 
layer and enables legacy Ethernet, Token Ring, or FFDI traffic to run over A TM with no 
modifications to applications, network operating system, or desktop adapters. Legacy end 
stations can use LANE to connect to other legacy systems, as well as to ATM-attached 
servers, routers, hubs, and other networking devices. 
1.1.1 Introduction of Ethernet 
Within the IEEE 802 LAN standard committee, the 802.3 group has issued a set of standards 
with a common medium access control technique known as carrier-sense multiple access with 
collision detection (CSMA/CD). This set of standards grew out of the commercial product 
Ethernet, and the term Ethernet is still often used to refer all the specifications. Collectively, 
the Ethernet-like LANs are the dominant force in the LAN market. 
The original base band version of CSMA/CD was developed by Xerox as part of the thernet 
LAN. With CSMA/CD, a station first senses the medium acce and tran mit onl if the 
medium is idle. The station ceases transmission if it detects a colli i n. The advantage of 
CSMA/CD is its simplicity. It is easy to implement the logic r quired fl r thi l. 
Furthermore, there is little to go wrong in the execution of the protocol. 
Ethernet is connectionless transmission technology which m an n 
between sender and receiver during the transmi sion of data. 
nn ti n 1s ' tu 
J .1.2 Introduction of ATM 
Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) als kn wn a cell-relay i hn logy that has its 
history in the development of broadband 1 N in th 1 70 and 1 0 . A TM is perhaps the 
most important technical innovation to come out of the standardization work on broadband 
JSI N ( -1 N). ell-r lay is similar in c ncept t rame r la . Both frame relay and cell 
relay take advantage of the reliability and fidelity of mod m digital facilities to provide faster 
packet switching than X.2 . 
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Cell relay is even more streamlined than frame relay in its functionality and can support data 
rates several orders of magnitude greater than frame relay. Both ITU-T and ATM forum has 
been developed the specifications for A TM. 
Technically, A TM can be viewed as an evolution of packet switching. Like packet switching 
and frame relay, it allows multiple logical connections to be multiplexed over a single 
physical interface. A TM allows communication between devices that operate at different 
speeds and it is designed for high-performance multimedia networking. 
The most basic service building block is the ATM virtual circuit, which is an end-to-end 
connection that has defined end points and routes but does not have bandwidth dedicated to 
it. Bandwidth is allocated on demand by the network as user has traffic to transmit. ATM 
defines various classes of service to meet a broad range of application needs. 
1.1.3 Introduction of LANE 
ATM Forum has created a specification for the coexistence of legacy ANs and A TM LAN 
known as ATM LAN emulation. The objective of LAN rnulation i t nab! 
shared media LAN nodes to interoperate across an ATM network and to inter p rate acr 
an ATM network with devices that connect directly to A TM witche . 
ATM LAN emulation defines the way which end system on tw eparatc AN f th, same 
type (same MAC layer) can exchange MAC frames aero s th ATM n t rk. 
defines the way in which an end system on a LAN can interoperate with an ind 't m 
emulating the same LAN type and attached dir ctly t an 
ATM LAN emulation requires two types of components: lients and erv rs. Clients operate 
on behalf of devices that are attached to I ga AN and that u fMAC address. A client 
is responsible of adding it MA entities into the overall configuration and for dealing with 
the tasks a .sociutcd with trun luting b ·tw .cn MA addr and ATM address. Servers are 
re, pon ible for inte rating MA ntitie · into the verall configuration and for managing all 
the o social ·d ttrnks, su ·h us findinu addrc ses and emulating r adcasting, ach emulated 
LANs consist· of one or more client ind 1.1 Hin 1lc LAN cmulati n ervice. 
3 
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1.2 Introduction to Network Simulator 
With the rapid development of high-speed network, network simulator has become a valuable 
tool to study and investigate the protocol and design issues regarding the performance of the 
network. It allow user to make correct decision on designing a network without the need to 
invest into the technology. 
A network simulator can be used as a tool for ATM network planning or as a tool for A TM 
protocol performance analysis. It is useful for modeling network behavior under different 
setting and conditions for the various network components. Users are able to analyze and 
predict the performance of the network design based on the generated result of network 
simulator. Besides that, researchers and network planners are able to analyze networks 
without the expense of building a real network with the use of a simulator. Huge saving can 
be made both in terms of investment and the cost in terms of unnecessary restructuring for 
experimentation. 
1.3 Project Objectives 
The primary objective of this project is to study and understand the o ruti n of AN 
Emulation in ATM. This involves researching work done n AN mulati n nd ATM a 
well as legacy LAN such as Ethernet. It reveals how A TM i configured to imulate a I' ac 
LAN and co-exist with it. Besides that, a study on the imulati n of N mulati n i · 
performed. This is needed to provide a basic idea in building a new AN mulati u 
simulator. 
The second objective is the development of a new LAN emulati n irnulator ba d n e eral 
important features that differentiate it fr m urr •nt e i ting irnulat r. he fe tur include 
platform independent, object-oriented programming appr ach that make us of expendability 
and reu ability, multithrcaded op ration in which th obj t run in parallel. Besides that, 
this simulator can be used as a training kit for us r in designing and testing LANE before 
implementing the real nctw rk. 
4 
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1.4 Goals of Project 
The ultimate goal of this project is to create the components needed by the ATM LAN 
emulation simulator to properly simulate the operation in LANE. The components developed 
are able to integrate into a complete ATM network simulator. 
The A TM LAN emulation simulator should have the following capabilities: 
• Allow the initialization and configuration of a new LEC 
• Allow the creation of virtual LANs in the emulated LAN 
• Extend the broadcast capability of legacy LAN functioning in LAN emulation 
• Allow data transfer to operate in emulate LAN 
1.5 Project Schedule 
In the purpose of achieving the objectives of this system, a milestone of the whole system is 
drawn. The milestone will arrange the time for each tage of the system development and 
leads to preparing a guideline in developing the system. Below is the milestone for the 
system in details: 
Table 1.1: Gantt chart for y tem schedule 
Task Jul 00 j Aug 00 Sep 00 j Oct 00 No 00 1occ 00 Jnn Ol - 
Literature Review ,.,. .... 
System Analysis 
System Design 
System 
'oding/Jmplcmfntation -- System 
1' ting/Evaluation 
Documen tn tion 
- 
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1.6 Report Organization 
The subsequent chapters of this report is organized in the following manner: 
Chapter 1 - Introduction: This chapter provides an introduction to the current networking 
technologies associates with this project, project objectives, goals of projects and report 
organization. 
Chapter 2 - Literature Review: This chapter covers the literature review and research work 
done during the project. The chapter mainly covers 3 sections. The first section is a review 
of networking technologies that is A TM and LAN emulation. The second section covers the 
evaluation of current existing network simulator and the last section reviews the 
programming approaches that can be used to develop the simuJator. 
Chapter 3 - LANE: This chapter explains in details the configuration and op ration in 
LANE. 
Chapter 4 - Simulation Overview and Design: This chapter gi e an vcr rcw I the 
analysis and requirement to developed the network simulator. Besid s that it c e th 
design aspects of the LAN emulation simulator. This includes the de ign of obj ct eta for 
component in LANE such as LEC, L CS, BUS and LES. B sides that, it d tail th ir ta ks 
and uses, as well as interaction between object classes. 
Chapter 5 - Simulator Implementation: This chapter co er th rm I °'111 nt ti n d tails f r 
the ATM LANE Network Simulator components. It explain the major attribute and 
methods of ea.ch class. 
hapt r 6 - Testing: This chapter covers the component testing, modules testing and 
sy tern testing to en ure the simulator run orrectl . 
Chapter 7 - Con lu ion: Thi, chapter conclude th work on the development of ATM 
LAN12 simulato compon nt. It surmnuriz s the findings of this project and the outcome of 
the dov lopment process. 
6 
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CHAPTER 2: Literature Review 
This chapter details the literature review work done throughout the duration of the project. 
This chapter is broken into four main sections. This chapter has covered the research 
background of this project and provides relevant knowledge to this project. 
The first section of this project covered the review of networking technologies that will be 
simulated. The result of the review technologies has provided the characteristic to be 
implemented to the network simulator. 
The second chapter covered the computer simulation and analyzes the network simulation 
available in the market. The analysis of current available network simulator reveals their 
strength and weakness. Thus, The strength of the simulator can be incorporate into the 
network simulator. 
The third sections discuss the various programming approach that can be used to develop the 
network simulator. The following section covers the programming languages that can be 
used to develop the network simulator. The comparison of each programming languag i 
done in order to choose the appropriate programming languages that meets the requir merit t 
develop the network simulator. 
2.1 Review of Networking Technologies 
The network technologies of A TM and LAN emulation featur s allow them t b us ful 
means for data communications. This section provide a d tails re i ' n the te hn I gi . 
2.1.1 An Introduction on ATM 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (A TM) is an International T lecommunication Union- 
Telecommunication tandardization Sector (ITU-T) standard for cell relay wherein 
information for multiple crvice type uch a v ice, vid o or data is conveyed in small, 
fixed size cclJs [ IJ. A' M networks ar connection oriented. 
ATM is based 11 the oflorti of the I' ~·1 Broadband Intcrgraded ervice igital Network 
(BIS N) tandard. 'I h ATM -orurn extended the IT .:1 1 • vi ion n of A TM f r u 'e ver 
public and private network . 
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2.1.1.1 ATM Basics 
ATM is a cell-switching and multiplexing technology that combines the benefits of circuit 
switching (guaranteed capacity and constant transmission delay) with those of packet 
switching (flexibility and efficiency for intermittent traffic). It provides scalable bandwidth 
from a few megabits per second (Mbps) to many gigabits per second (Gbps). Because of its 
asynchronous nature, time slots are available on demand with information identifying the 
source of the transmission contained in the header of each ATM cell. 
ATM transfers information in fixed-size units called cells. Each cell consists of 53 octets, or 
bytes. The first 5 bytes contain cell-header information, and the remaining 48 contain the 
"payload" (user information). Small fixed-length cells are well suited to transferring voice 
and video traffic because such traffic is intolerant of delays that result from having to wait for 
a large data packet to download, among other things. 
ATM networks are fundamentally connection oriented, which means that a virtual channel 
(VC) must be set up across the A TM network prior to any data transfer. When an A TM 
device wants to establish a connection with another ATM d vice, its nd a ignaling-r qu . t 
packet to its directly connected ATM switch. This request contains the A M addre of the 
desired A TM endpoint, as well as any QoS parameters required for the c nn tion. 
2.1.J .2 A TM Reference Model 
A TM is a streamlined protocol with minimum error and flow c ntrol ap bilities this r ·du e 
the overhead of processing ATM cells and reduces the num er f rhea i r uircd v ith 
each cells, thus simplifies the processing required at each A TM node, again supporting the 
use of A TM at high data rate [2j. 
The standard issued for ATM by IT -" are based on the protocol architecture shown in 
1~ igurc 2.1, which i llustrates th basic archit cture f r an interface b tween user and network. 
The physical layer involve' the pccification of a transmission medium and a signal-encoding 
s heme. 11 control. tr n, mis ion and rec ·.ipt of bit on the physical medium. It keeps track 
of ATM cell b undari ·s and package cells int appr priate type f frame for the physical 
medium bcin ~ u d. Th ATM phy ical layer is divided int two parts, which are phy ical 
medium sublay r nnd trnnsmis~ion convcr iencc suhl· ycr. 
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Two layer of the protocol architecture relate to A TM functions. There is an A TM layer 
common to all services that provide packet transfer capabilities, and an ATM adaptation layer 
(AAL) that is service dependent. The ATM layer defines the transmission of data in fixed- 
size cells and the use of logical connections. The use of A TM creates the need for an 
adaptation layer to support information transfer protocols not based on A TM. The AAL 
maps higher-layer information into ATM cells to be transported over an ATM network, and 
then col1ects information from ATM cells for delivery to higher layer. Several A TM 
adaptations layers are currently specified. 
Pr11a1rctalton 
T rani;pOO 
O&tlll Link 
Hfg'-er Higher 
l.•Y'8W$ L.il.ywr-. 
,,,._,._,,., ... ~ .... -·,,,----·---:f.-1r-------....------i 
Figure 2.1: 
ATM A.clapilatlon Layer 
ATMl..lyer 
Phyelc.a• La)'9( 
The ATM reference model and OSI reference model 
,..,.,.._,.---··-·-- --· -------....-··-·----..r 
The protocol reference model makes reference to thre eparat plane : 
• User Plane - provides for user information transfer, along with as ciated ontrols (e.g., 
flow control, error control) 
• Control Plane - performs call control and connection control functions 
• Management Plane - includes plane management, which performs management functions 
related to a system as a whole and provides coordination between all the planes, and layer 
management that perform management f uncti ns r lating to re ources and parameters 
residing in its protocol entili s, 
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2.1.1.3 ATM Logical Connections 
Logical connections in ATM are referred to as virtual channel connections (VCC). A VCC is 
ana]ogous to virtual circuit in X.25 or data link connection in frame relay; it is the basic unit 
in an A TM network. A VCC is set up between two end users through the network and a 
variable-rate, full duplex flow of fixed-size cells is exchanged over the connection. VCCs are 
used for user-network exchange (control signaling) and network-network exchange (network 
management and routing). 
For ATM, a second sublayer of processing has been introduced that deals with the concept of 
virtual path. A virtual path connection (VPC) is a bundled of VCCs that have the same 
endpoints. Thus, all of the cells flowing over all of the VCCs in a single VPC are switched 
together. 
The virtual path concept was developed in response to a trend in high-spe d networking in 
which the control cost of the network is becoming an increasingly higher proportion f the 
overall network cost. The virtual path technique helps contain the control cost by grouping 
connections that share common paths through the netw rk into a ingl unit. N 't' r 
management actions can then be applied to a small number of groups of connecti ns in tend 
of to a large number of individual connections. 
vc VP 
-~---~--) 
T'tlRllW1Hlllft Pllll 
VO IJP 
Figure 2.2: A TM connection relationships 
2. 1.1.4 A TM ells 
The asynchronous transfer mode makes use of fix d-size cells, which consists of a 5-octet 
header and a 48-octcct information fi Id. There are s veral ad antages to the use of small, 
fixed-size cells. Fir t, their use may reduce queuing delay for a high-priority cell, as it waits 
less i r it arrives slightly h shind a lower-priority cell that ha gained access to resource. 
econdly, it appears that fixed-size cell can be switched more efficiently, which is important 
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for the very high data rates of ATM. With fixed-size cells, it is easier to implement the 
switching mechanism in hardware. 
Figure 2.3 illustrate the basic A TM cell format, the A TM UNI cell-header format, and the 
A TM NNI cell-header format. Unlike the UNI, the NNI header does not include the Generic 
Flow Control (GFC) field. Additionally, the NNI header has a Virtual Path Identifier (VPI) 
field that occupies the first 12 bits, allowing for larger trunks between public A TM switches. 
GFC VPI 
"~ 
VO 
I PT loll' 
HOO 
Payload 
<•&Dye .. ) 
VPt 
I 
YCI 
I f'1' I Cl.P 
HEC 
Paytoed 
(48 l>y(M) 
U+$ ,$ t < ;; 4 I •44' 
ATM UNIC..tl 
Figure 2.3: ATM basic cell format, UNI cell and ATM NNl cell 
The following descriptions summarize the ATM cell-header fields illustrated in Figure 2.3: 
• Generic Flow Control (GFC) - Provides local functions, u h as identifying multiple 
I 
stations that share a single A TM interface. This field is typically not used and is set to its 
default value. 
• Virtual Path Identifier (VPI) - ln conjunction with the VCI, identifies the next destination 
of a cell a it passe through a seri s of ATM witches on the way to its destination. 
• Virtual hanncl Identifier (VCI) - In c njunction with the VPI, identifies the next 
destination of a cell us it pas ce thr ugh a series f ATM witche · on the way to its 
destination. 
11 
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• Payload Type (PT) - Indicates in the first bit whether the cell contains user data or control 
data. If the cell contains user data, the second bit indicates congestion, and the third bit 
indicates whether the cell is the last in a series of cells that represent a single AAL5 
frame. 
• Congestion Loss Priority (CLP) - Indicates whether the cell should be discarded if it 
encounters extreme congestion as it moves through the network. If the CLP bit equals 1, 
the cell should be discarded in preference to cells with the CLP bit equal to zero. 
• Header Error Control (HEC) - Calculates checksum only on the header itself. 
2.1.1.5 A TM Classes of Services 
ATM is a connection oriented and allows fhe user to specify the resources required on a per- 
connection basis dynamically. There are five classes of services defined for ATM. 
• Constant bit rate (CBR) 
It requires that a fixed data rate to be made available by the A TM provider. The network 
must ensure that this capacity is available and policies the incoming traffic on a CBR 
connection to ensure that the subscriber does not exceed its allocation. Examples of 
applications that can be use CBR are telephone traffic, video-conferencing, and 
television. 
• Variable bit rate-non-real time (VBR-l'ffi.T) 
This class allows users to send traffic at a rate that varies with time d pendin on th 
availability of user information. Statistical multiplexing is provided to make optimum 
use of network resources. 
• Variable bit rate-real time (VBR-RT) 
This class is similar to VBR-NRT but is designed for applications that are ensitive to 
cell-delay variation. Examples for real-time VBR are voice with sp ech activity detection 
(SAD) and interactive compressed video. 
• Available bit rate (ABR) 
This class of services provides rate-based flow control and is aimed at data traffic such as 
file transfer and e-mail. Although the standard does not required the cell transfer delay 
and cell-loss ratio to be guaranteed or minimized) it i de irable for switches to minimize 
delay and lo. s es much a po nblc. cpending upon th tate of conge tion in the 
network, the source is required to control i rate. The user· are allowed to declare a 
minimum cell rate, which is uorontccd to the connection by the n tw r . 
12 
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• Unspecified bit rate (UBR) 
This class provides best effort service. No amount of capacity is guaranteed and cells 
may be discarded. 
Table 2.1 shows the service classifications of ATM classes. CBR provides a service similar 
to a leased line of a dial-up switched circuit. A constant bit rate is maintained. VBR is useful 
for applications that run at an uneven rate but require a given capacity on demand. ABR and 
UBR support LAN intemetworking and other types of data traffic. Typically, data traffic is 
much burstier than voice or video traffic. A constant or nearly constant delivery rate is not 
required. For the user, the concern ls one of throughput, while for the network the concern is 
that bursts of traffic from many users at the same time could overwhelm switches, causing 
celJs to be dropped. ABR is intended for applications in which delay is a concern, such as 
on-line sessions between a user and a server. UBR is directed at delay-tolerant applications, 
such as file transfer and electronic mail. 
Bandwidth 
ABR/UBR 
CBR/VBll 
Tim· 
Figure 2.4: A TM bit rote services 
Table 2.1: Service classification for A TM class 
Not required 
1-A_T_M_sc_•r_v_ic_s CB'R 
Timing relation 
between source and 
destination 
i1 rate 
VBR- R ABR&UBR 
Required 
VariabJ 
Connectionless 
Thorn ore o paramct rs corr ·srxmd to the network pcrf rmance at the A TM layer that 
defines the ATM service c tc iorics. Th c n 6 tinted I arameters are as f llows: 
13 
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• Cell lost ratio (CLR) - CLR is the percentage of cells not delivered at their destination 
because they were lost in the network due to congestion and buffer overflow. 
• Cell transfer delay (CTD) - the delay experienced by a cell between network entry and 
exit points is called CTD. It includes propagation delays, queuing delays at various 
intermediate switches, and service times at queuing points. 
• Cell delay variation (CDV) - CDV is a measure of the variance of the cell transfer delay. 
High variation impJies larger buffering for delay-sensitive traffic such as voice and video. 
• Peak cell rate (PCR) - The maximum cell rate at which the user will transmit. PCR is the 
inverse of minimum cell inter-arrival time. 
• Sustained cell rate (SCR) - this is the average rate, as measured over a long interval, in 
the order of the connection lifetime. 
• Burst tolerance (BT) - this parameter determines the maximum burst that can be sent at 
the peak rate. This is the bucket-size parameter for the enforcement algorithm that is us 
to control the traffic entering the network. 
2.1.2 IP Over ATM 
The success of Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) lies largely in it ability t tran sport 
legacy data traffic, most1y IP, over its network infrastructure [3]. The omplexit f 
interoperating lP with ATM originates from following two major difference betw en th m. 
• Connection-oriented vs. Connectionless 
ATM is connection-oriented, that is, a connection need to established between tw arti 
before they can send data to each other. Once the conn ction is set up all dat 
them is sent along the connection path. On the contrary, fP i connecti nle that no 
connection is needed and each IP packet is forwarded by routers ind ndentlv on a hop- 
by-hop basis. 
• QoS-aware vs. Best Effort 
Quality of Service us an important concept in A TM networks. 1t includes the parameters 
like he bandwidth and delay requirement of a connecti n. Such requirements are 
incJuded in the signaling mes ages used to establish a connection. Current IP (IPv4) has 
no \ICh con cct and c ch packer i f rwardcd on a be t effort basis by the routers. 
In order to run IP on lop of ATM network , it needs t relate A' M protocol layer to T P/fP 
luy rs. Two model , on ·oll •d p .cr model and other overlay m del arc propo ed 
14 
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Peer model considers the ATM layer a peer networking layer as IP and propose the use of the 
same addressing scheme as IP for ATM-attached end system. ATM signaling request contain 
IP address and the intermediate switches will mute the request using existing routing 
protocols. This scheme was rejected because although it simplifies the addressing scheme 
for end system, it complicates the design of A TM switches by requiring them to have all the 
functions of an 1P router. Moreover, if the A TM network can support other networking layer 
protocols like IPX or Apple'Talk, the switch has to understand all their routing protocols. 
The overlay model, which is finally adopted, views A TM as a data link layer protocol on top 
of which JP runs. In overlay model ATM networks have its addressing scheme and routing 
protocols. The ATM address space is not logically coupled with the IP addressing space and 
there will be no arithmetic mapping between the two. Each end system will typically has an 
A TM address and an unrelated JP address as well. Since there is no nature mapping between 
the two addresses, the only way to figure out one is through some addres ing resolution 
protocol. 
2.1.2. 1 Classical IP over ATM 
With overlay model, there are essentially two ways to run lP over A TM. nc treat A TM a 
a LAN and partition am ATM network into several logical ubnet 
with the same IP prefix. This is known as Classical IP o er A M [4]. r 
A TM, end system in the same logical subnet communicat with each th r thr u h .nd-t - 
end ATM connections, and like in LAN, ARP servers are u d in l gical ubn t t 
the IP addresses into ATM addres es. Howe er traffic b t e n t\ nd t m in i ffi r nt 
subnets has to go through a router even though they are attach d to the same A M netw r . 
Thi is not desirable since routers intr duce high latcn y and b m th bandwidth 
bottleneck. Next Hop Resolution protocol (N IRP) [5] teps in to ol e this problem. 
Working in an ATM nctw rk partiti ned int 1 gical subn t it allows an end system in one 
subnet to resolve the A TM address (from the fP add re s) fan end system in another logical 
ubnets and c ta Ii h an nd-to-end /\TM connection, called a hort cut, betv een them. 
2.1.2.2 LANI~ 
L/\NE is A standard defined by the /\TM Forum ( I that gives to tati n ·attached via ATM 
the sam ·upabilitics th' normall btain fr im legacy 1 /\N , s ch a ·thcrnct , n l'okcn 
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Ring. As the name suggests, the function of the LANE protocol is to emulate a LAN on top 
of an A TM network. Specifically, the LANE protocol defines mechanisms for emulating 
either an IEEE 802.3 Ethernet or an 802.5 Token Ring LAN. The current LANE protocol 
does not define a separate encapsulation for FDDI. (FDDI packets must be mapped into 
either Ethernet or Token Ring emulated LANs [ELANs] by using existing translational 
bridging techniques. Fast themet (lOOBaseT) and IEEE 802.12 (lOOVG-AnyLAN) both 
can be mapped unchanged because they use the same packet formats. Figure 2.5 compares a 
physical LAN and an ELAN. 
Phlf•lctl LAN 
E.mut edlAN 
Figure 2.5: A TM network can emulate a physical LAN 
The LANE protocol defines a service interface f r higher-layer that i , nctv rk la ·r 
protocols that is identical to that of existing LANs. ata ent acr the 
encapsulated in the appropriate LAN MAC pack t format. imply put the A 
make an ATM network look and behave like an them t r ken Rin LAN-al it ne 
operating much faster than an actual thcmet or T k n Ring AN n tw rk. 
Jt i imp rtant to note that AN.!. d e n t attempt l emulate th a tual MAC protocol of the 
specific LAN concerned (that i , MN D for themet or token passing for IEEE 802.5). 
AN • requires no modif ations t higher-I y ·r pr t c 1 t 
/\TM network. Because the LAN,, service pre ent the ame 
MA protocols to nctw rk-la r driver' uch a an N I - or 
chan ics arc rcquir ·d in thos • drivers. 
nable their operation over an 
ervice interface of existing 
I-like driver interface), no 
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2.1.2.2.1 LANE Protocol Architecture 
LANE provides a translation layer between the higher-level connectionless protocols and the 
lower-level connection-oriented ATM protocols, as shown in Figure 2.6. Consider the 
protocol layer differences between the A TM host at the figure's far left and the Ethernet or 
Token Ring host at the far right. The ATM layer manages the header for the 53-byte ATM 
cell. It accepts the cell payload from a higher layer, appends the header, and passes the 
resultant fixed-length cell to the physical layer below. Conversely, it receives cells from the 
physical layer, strips off the header. and passes the remaining 48 bytes to the higher layer 
protocols. The ATM layer is unaware of the types of traffic it carries, although it can 
distinguish quality of service (QOS) through information learned during connection setup. 
ATM.[ 
UNI 
E~istiog a?p~cations EKisting app~cations ! 
Layer 3 prott>Cols Laver 3 prol1>Cols 
(TCP/IP, IPX, APPN~ ffCP/IP, lf>X, APPNI 
LlttayQr LLClayer 
' . . , 
' Brid9ing ' LAN Et'lkl larion lAH '. ! , 
Errde~~i • , . · 
. 
MAC ~yer 
AAL6 AAL5 
' MACls~t 
ATM ATM AlM .. .•. ,, ... 
~~Y$1calllayer Phvsicel Physic el Phys~I Physiul Physic.ti lavw . 
1 .... I I I I I 
ATMswko' 
Figure 2.6: LANE protocol architecture 
The ATM adaptation layer (AA ) sit above the A TM layer. The AAL formats data into the 
48-byte ATM cell payload, a proce s known a segmentation. nee the A TM cells reach their 
destination, they are reconstructed into higher-I v I data and transmitted to the respective 
local devic s, l procer s culled r .as icm ly. [ cc u c A M can carry multiple traffic types, 
several adaptation rotocols, each operating imultane u ly, can xi tat the adaptation layer. 
AAL Type 5 is u ed f r AN ·mulation. 
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LANE sits above AAL5 in the protocol hierarchy. It masks the connection setup and 
handshaking functions required by the A TM network from the higher protocol layers and 
thus are completely independent of upper-layer protocols, services, and applications. 
Conversely, it maps the MAC address-based data networking protocols into A TM virtual 
connections so that the higher-layer protocols think they are operating on a connectionless 
LAN. 
2.1.2.2.2 LANE Components 
The components of an BLAN include LECs, and LAN Emulation services consisting of a 
LECS, a LES and a BUS. Although the A TM Forum specification allows the LES and BUS 
to be located on different devices, more intelligent traffic handling is possible when they are 
located on the same device. 
The LECS may reside in the same physical system as the LES/BUS or in a separate physical 
system. For example, the LECS could reside in a switch, while the LES/BUS reside in a 
workstation. The LAN Emulation services component and multiple LECs are 
communicating through the LUNT. Figure 2. 7 shows the basic components exist in the 
LANE. 
LAN Eroo'a:ion 
SQ ve• ES 
out 
LAN Emulallon Cll1n11 
g 
LAN Emulation Servers ~ 
Fl ure l.7: An ELAN con i of chen , rvc , and v riou intermedi te nodes 
l,;AN Emulntlon 'Ii 'nf (LE() 
'I he L ' Is the comp nent in un end system that rforms data forwarding, address 
resolution, and other ontrol f uncti n when c mmunicating with ther c mponent within 
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the BLAN. It provides a MAC level emulated Ethernet or Token Ring interface and appears 
to higher level software as though a physical interface is present. Each LEC must register 
with both the LES and BUS associated with the ELAN it wishes to join before it may 
participate in the BLAN. To participate in multiple ELANs, an end system must have 
multiple LECs. Currently, up to 16 LECs are supported on adapter cards running Solaris or 
Windows/NT software, and up to 4 LECs on adapter cards running Windows 95. 
LAN Emulation Configuration Server 
The LECS is responsible for dynamically assigning different LECs to different emulated 
LANs. It provides the clients with the address of the most appropriate LES and maintains a 
database of the resultant associations. It can assign a LEC to an emulated LAN based on 
either physical location, as specified by the LEC's A TM address, or by logical association. A 
single LECS can manage the configuration information for a very large ATM network, since 
its responsibilities are limited to initial configuration. LECs communicate with the LAN 
Emulation service functions through two different types of VCCs: 
• Control connections carry administrative messages, such as request for initial 
configuration and for address s of other LECs. 
• Data connections handle all other communications. Jn particular, the link clients t 
other for data-direct unicast communications, and they link clients to the f r 
broadcast and multicast messages. 
LAN Emulation Server (LES) 
The L ~ S implements the control coordination function for the AN. h L pr ide th 
service of registering and resolving MAC addresses to A TM addr regi t r it 
own address with the LES. A L C queries the L when the client wish to resol e a MAC 
addres to an A TM address. The LE either re p nd dir ctl to the cli nt or forwards the 
query to othe cli ·nls so they map re pond. There may be more than one instance of an 
active L S per ~ AN. 
Brmulcn~t nnd Unknown rver (Bll ') 
nlike t iditiona! . hur d-m •diu LAN architecture: uch as thernet and 1 ken Ring, A TM is 
ionncction b s d. Therefore, it ho· no uilt in mechanism for handling c nnectionle traffic 
such o. broudc , t multicu t and unkn iwn unica: t. Jn an P A , the l U 1. re pon i le for 
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servicing these traffic types by accepting broadcast, multicast, and unknown unicast packets 
from the LECs via dedicated point-to-point connections, and forwarding the packets to all of 
the members of the ELAN using a single point-to-multipoint connection. Unknown unicast 
packets are packets that the sending station broadcast because it does not yet know the A TM 
address for the packet's destination MAC address. There may be more than one instance of 
an active BUS per ELAN. 
2.1.2.2.3 LAN Emulation Connection Types 
The LANE entities communicate with each other by using a series of A TM VCCs. LECs 
maintain separate connections for data transmission and control traffic. The LANE data 
connections are data-direct VCC, multicast send VCC, and multicast forward VCC. 
Data-direct VCC is a bidirectional point-to-point VCC set up between two LECs that want to 
exchange data. Two LECs typically use the same data-direct VCC to carry all packets 
between them rather than opening a new VCC for each MAC address pair. Thi technique 
conserves connection resources and connection setup latency. 
Multicast send VCC is a bidirectional point-to-point VC set up b the t the 
Multicast forward VCC is a unidirectional VCC set up to the from the B . It typi all 
is a point-to-multipoint connection, with each LEC as a leaf. Figure 2.8 sh w th N · 
data connections. 
Control connections include configuration-direct V , control-dir t V and ntrol- 
distribute V C. onfiguration-direct YCC is a bi-directional point-t - int V C t up b 
the L to the L CS. Control-direct V C is a bi-directional V t up by the L C to the 
. Control-distribute VCC is a unidirectional V C t up from the LES back to the LEC 
(this is typically a point-to-multipoint connection). Figure 2.9 illustrates LANE control 
connect ions. 
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B~cl\6l tlnd 
UnknOWll Server (B\1$) 
LANE Cllent 
(LEC) 
MulUca.-t 
SeAdVCC 
Multlcatt Forward vcc 
LANE Cll&nt 
(l~) 
ATM Hoel Date Dlrtcl VCC 
Figure 2.8: LANE data connections uses a series of VCCs to link LAN components 
LANESe~t 
(l.ES) 
Control 
Ol~t 
vcc 
ConltOI 
Olt&cl 
vcc 
LANE Client 
(LEC) 
LAN witch 
Conllgu•atk>n 
Olt ~ 
vcc 
Conngu,.Uon 
DI C1 
\ICC 
LANE Conllg\llMlon 
Server (LECS) 
Flgur 2.9: LANE control conn ction link 
2.1.2. MJ>OA 
Multiprotocol 171 over ATM is ba ically a c mbination f ANE and NHRP. MPOA 
improv '. 1.ANL by allowin 1 int 'r-hLAN traffic g through h rtcuts connecti ns rather than 
routers. The build such a, hortcul, Nl II P is used t resolve de ·tinati n IP addre into ATM 
address. In thi:-i s n c, MP A i a combinati n f Layer 3 routing and I .aycr 2 bridging [81. 
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A typical MPOA environment is an ATM network with ATM hosts and edge devices 
attached to it. An edge device can be a bridge, which bridges a legacy LAN to an ELAN, or 
a router, which connects a non-A TM IP subnet to the A TM network. On this A TM network 
defined a number of ELANs and LISs. Typically a LIS correspond to an ELAN and Legacy 
LANs that are abridged to it. The job of MPOA protocol is to find the best way for any two 
hosts in this environment t communicate efficiently with each other. 
If one legacy system attached o an edge devices needs to send data to another legacy system 
attached to a different edge device, obviously the best approach is to establish a direct 
connection between the two edge devices and transport traffic across this connection. The 
major business of MPOA is to build end-to-end connection between an ingress endpoint and 
egress endpoint for efficient communication. 
2.2 Introduction to Computer Simulation 
Computer simulation is designing of an actual or theoretical ph ical y tern, ex cuting the 
model on a digital computer, and analyzing the execution output [9]. imulation emb die 
the principle of "learning by doing" - a model of some rt i build and then p 'rate th 
model to learn about a system. Computer simulation serves to drive synthetic environment 
and virtual worlds. Within the overall tasks of simulation, there are three primary u -fi lds: 
model design, model execution and model analysis. Model are designed t pr idc answ r 
at a given abstraction level - the more detailed the model them re etail the utput. 
Simulation is often essential in the following cases: 
• The model is v ry complex with many variabl s and int ra ting mp nent 
• The underlying variables relationships are non-linear 
• The model contains random variate 
• The model output i to be visual a in a 3 mputer animation 
The power of imulation is that e en f r ca sil ·ol a le linear y terns - a uniform model 
ex xutlon l chniqu • can l used lo solv a large variety of y tern . Another important 
1:1spects of the , imul tion l ·hniqu arc t build a sirnulati n m del t replicate the actual 
sy tern. 
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Model 
Design 
Conceptual Models 
Functional Models 
Constraint Model 
Special Model 
Multimodel 
Execution 
Analysis 
Model 
Execution 
Serial Algorithm 
Parallel Algorithm 
Input-output Analysis 
Experimental Design 
Visualization of Data 
Verification 
Validation 
Figure 2.10: Three Sub-Fields of Computer Simulation 
2.2.1 Network Simulation Approaches 
There are two approaches to modeJing a network simulator. These two approaches are as 
below: 
• Analytical modeling 
Analytical modeling is a closed form approach of network modeling method which the 
network is model mathematically in the form of equation. The main di ad antage f 
analytical models is over simplistic view of the network and their inability to simulate the 
dynamic nature of a computer network. 
• Discrete event modeling 
The computer replicates the real world objects, which means the objects play certain roles 
and changes its state at a discrete point during simulation. This approach is more accurate 
but it requires more modeling time in developing the system. Besides that. it need more 
time in processing the real world object . 
2.2.2 Study of Various E:xi tin' imul tor 
A network simulator is used to perf rm experiment n network without the expanses of 
building a re 11 n twork, It help user to perform analysis on the networ and obtain accurate 
information in order t pl n and d · ign the network mor efficiently. nerally, ATM 
network simulators arc able to upport network perf mance analy i in varying traffic type 
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and loads, network capacity planning, traffic aggregation studies and ATM network protocol 
research. 
The following are the current A TM network simulator evaluated to analysis their strength and 
weakness: 
• INSANE 
• NIST ATM/HFC 
• YATS 
• OMNET++ 
• NetSim++ 
2.2.2.1 INSANE 
INSANE (Internet Simulated ATM Networking Environment) is designed to test various IP- 
over-A TM algorithms with realistic traffic loads derived from empirical traffic measurements 
[10]. INSANE's ATM protocol stack provides real-time guarantees to ATM virtual circuits 
by using Rate Controlled Static Priority (RCSP) queuing. A TM signaling is performed using 
a protocol similar to the Real-Time Channel Administration Prot co\ (R AP). Internet 
protocols supported include large subsets of IP, TCP, and UDP. In particular the imulated 
TCP implementation performs connection management, slow start, flow and conge tion 
control, retransmission, and fast retransmits. Various application simulator mimic th 
behavior of standard Internet applications to provide a realistic wor load including: t In t 
ftp, WWW, real-time audio, and real-time video. 
INSANE is designed to run large simulations whose results are pr ess doff-line. It works 
quite weJl on distributed computing clu ter (although simulations ar all sequential 
processes, a large number of them can easily be run in parallel). 
Although there is no graphical u er interface, a (optional) Tk-based graphical simulation 
monitor provides an easy way to check the progress of multiple running simulation processes. 
The bulk of lN AN .. is written in Ci +-. ustomization and simulation configuration is 
performed with Tel cript 
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Advantages 
The Tk-based graphical simulation monitor enable user to check the progress of multiple 
running simulation process. Besides that, it is able to support the simulation on a large 
network, which the result is processed off-line. 
Disadvantages 
The simulator can only works on a few hardware and platforms only and this restricted the 
portability of the simulator. Furthermore, there are a few software requirements to run the 
simulator and this will be troublesome for the user to use the software. 
2.2.2.2 NJST ATM/BFC 
This simulator was developed at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 
and it is a tool to analyze the behavior of A TM and HFC networks without the expense of 
building a real network [11]. Therefore, this simulator can conceivably be used to plan be 
used to plan A TM networks as well as analyze TM and HFC protocol . It all ws the u er 
to interactively model the environment with a graphical user interface. 
By using the NIST ATM/HFC simulator, the user can create different network topol gi · 
adjust the parameters of each component's operation, measure network activity a e/load 
different simulation configuration and log data simulation e ecution. 
Advantages 
The user can create different topologies and able to adju t the param t durinc the 
simulation of the network. The user can save and load various simulati n nfigurati n. The 
simulator provides a graphical user interface and enable u er t drag and drop the entities in 
the network. 
Disadvantages 
Users of the simulator might face pr blem ·etting up the n twork topology because they 
need t input a large number of p ram ter . Th customizati n of the simulator's component 
requires user or pro •rammcrs to have nrong foundation in e ides that, it is using 
procedural 01 pr ach whcr by th· .ornp ncnt · have overlapped functi ns between the 
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components. The simulator only can run on limited platform that is UNIX and LINUX 
platform. 
2.2.2.3 YA TS 
Y ATS (Yet Another Tiny Simulator) is a small cell-level simulation tool for ATM. Its 
kernel comprises the event scheduler, a symbol manager and a scanner/parser front end [12]. 
An input file describes the - arbitrary - model network configuration, the simulation actions 
and the way to analyze the results. The input language is a simple script language, which 
allows for a flexible problem description (loops, macros and basic mathematical capabilities 
are provided). The discrete-time event scheduler applies a static calendar queue and unusual 
event memory management, which results in good simulation speed. 
The system is written in C++. All network nodes are objects that communicate over 
standardized messages. Graphical object classes are able to display the time dependent 
behavior of variables and distributions inside of other model object (without adding 
complexity to these network objects). 
Advantages 
The simulation of the network has reasonable speed and simple models virtually can nm in 
real time. The simulator has high flexibility of integrated model de ripti n imulation 
control, and result analysis. The whole simulation experiment can be in trumented via 
environment variables that in tum allows - together with a hell cript - to ea it p rf rm 
complete experiment series over night. Although it is very simple, the onlinc di pla s arc 
useful to understand what's happening in the model network. Thi ~ iall hold for R, 
TCP and aJI this protocol stuff. 
Disadvantage· 
The pure slotted operation causes some re. triction when simulating different line speeds in 
the same model. It's only possible to choose sp eds for which the cell transfer time is an 
integer multiple of a basic time used for the whole model. ower line speeds are emulated by 
the multiplexer objects cla ses MuxA •/Mux , the ABR multiplexer d es not yet support 
lower speeda. 'I ho discrete-tim nature cxclud s me useful urce model like the Poisson 
types. While th Ian zua tc hu, cd 111 dcl de. ri1)ti n yield' a high fl xibility, the input may 
become a bit irritating in case of Jar rer n tworks 
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2.2.2.4 OMNeT++ 
OMNeT ++ (Objective Modular Network Testbed in C++) is a discrete event simulation tool 
[13]. It is primarily designed to simulate computer networks, multi-processors and other 
distributed systems, but it may be useful for modeling other systems tool. O.MNeT++ has 
been developed on Linux, but it works just as well on most Unix systems and on Windows 
platforms (NT recommended). It provides a simulation library with statistical classes and an 
environment that supports interactive simulation including the visualization of collected data. 
The gnu plot-based GUI tool is used for analyzing and plotting simulation results. 
Advantages 
OMNeT ++ has a solid and flexible simulation kernel and it provide powerful GUI 
environment for simulation execution. Users can build hierarchical and reusable models 
easily. The interface is human readable and its source code is provided. 
Disadvantages 
User must use command line to simulate the network and posses knowledge in C or ++ 
programming languag s to use OMNet++. 
2.2.2.5 NetSim++ 
In a nutshell, NetSim++ is a software package designed to pro ide a comprehensi e w rk 
environment for the network rnodeler. It can be used in area f ornmuui ati n n tw rk 
such as performance measurement for existing or future netw rk under a wid ran ' f 
conditions [14l Be ides that, i1 can perform analysi and imulati n of qu euin 
Net im+ I- is designed specifically for the development and anal i ommunications 
networks. Model can be hierarchically structured, all win their r -use in different 
simulations. pecifications arc entered graphically with specialized editors. The editors 
provide an efficient medium for design capture via a consist nt set of modern user-interface 
elements. Net im 1 1 follows for the hierarchy and communication model a subset of SDL-92 
emanti ·s. As with I L, th' ueti c parts ar · pr cc sc ; a hy rid approach is used to embed 
1 I I angu 1 ro .ode with H gruphi ally, pccilied xtended ·inite tate Machine SM). 
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Advantages 
NetSim++ provides an efficient event-driven Simulation Kernel, a Simulation API and a Base 
Models Library of components. It takes the design specification and automatically generates 
an executable simulation. A set of analysis tools is provided to interpret and visualize a large 
volume of simulation results. 
Disadvantages 
The current implementation of NetSim++ is available only for UNIX/X Window System 
platforms. 
2.2.2.6 Comparison 
Based on the evaluation of the network simulator, the Table 2.2 below compare the network 
simulator on a few feature such as discrete-event simulator, object-oriented, GU1, 
multithreaded, web enabled, platform independent. 
Table 2.2: Comparison among various simulators 
Simulator Discrete Object- GUI Multithread Web- Platform 
event oriented enable indep ndcnt 
simulation 
INSANE .y .y '1 .y x x .y .y - 
NIST x x 
ATMIHFC 
YATS .y .y x .y x x .y .y .y -- OMNet++ x x x 
NetSIM+t .y x .y .y x x 
2.3 Programming Approaches 
There arc several programming approaches to <level p an A TM n twork simulator. These 
include procedural approach, tructur d approach and bje t-oriented approach that are 
widely used in developing a network simulator. This s ction discusses these three 
approache . 
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2.3.1 Procedural Approach 
In procedural approach, the program codes are placed into blocks that are referred as 
procedures or functions. A function or procedure is a relatively simple program that is called 
by other programs and returns a value to the program that called it. With the use of 
procedural approach, the task were broken down into separate blocks, in which separate 
blocks would perform separate tasks. Computer languages like Pascal, C and FORTRAN are 
procedural programming languages. 
In a procedural-based programming language, a programmer writes out instructions that are 
followed by a computer from start to finish. 
2.3.2 Structured Programming Approach 
The principle idea behind structured programming is as simple as the idea of divide and 
conquers. A computer program can be thought of as consisting a set of tasks. Any task that is 
too complex to be described simply would be broken down into a set of smaller component 
tasks, until the tasks were sufficiently small and self-contained enough that they were easily 
understood. 
As an example, computing the average salary of every employee of a company i a rather 
complex task However, it can be break down into these subtasks: 
• Find out what each person earns. 
• ount how many people in the company. 
• Total all the salaries. 
• Divide the total by the number of people. 
Structured programmmg remams an enormously successful approach for dealing with 
complex problems. By the late l 80s, however, om of the deficiencies of structured 
programming had become all too clear. 
2.3.J Object rlcnt sd Apflronch 
A revolutionary concept that chang d the rule in computer pr gram development, object- 
oriented ptogrammin ( P i rganizcd around jcct rath r than actions, data rather than 
logic. r listorically, 0 pr) rram has been viewed as a logical pr cedure that ta es input data, 
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processes it, and produces output data. The programming challenge was seen as how to write 
the logic, not how to define the data. Objects are essentially reusable software components 
that model items n the real world. Software developers are discovering that using a modular, 
object-oriented design and implementation approach can make software developments group 
much more productive than is possible with previous popular programming techniques such 
as structured programming. Object oriented programs are easier to understand. 
Object-oriented programming takes the view that what we really care about are the objects 
we want to manipulate rather than the logic required to manipulate them. Examples of objects 
range from human beings (described by name, address, and so forth) to buildings and floors 
(whose properties can be described and managed) down to the little widgets on your 
computer desktop (such as buttons and scroll bars). 
The first step in OOP is to identify all the objects to manipulate and how they relate to each 
other, an exercise often known as data modeling. Once an object is identified, it is generalize 
as a class of objects and define the kind of data it contains and any logic sequences that can 
manipulate it. The logic sequences are known as method. A real instance of a clas i culled 
an "object" or, in some environments, an "instance of a class." Its methods provide comput r 
instructions and the class object characteristics provide r levant data. Objec can 
communicate with each other - with well-defined interfaces called message . 
The concepts and rules used m object-oriented programming provide the rm rtant 
benefits: 
• The concept of a data class makes it possible to define subclasses of data objects that 
share some or all of the main class characteristics. Called inheritanc , this property of 
OOP forces a more thorough data analysis, reduces development time, and ensures more 
accurate coding. 
• Since a class defines only the data it needs to be concerned with, when an instance of that 
class (an object) is run, the code will not be able to accid ntally access other program 
data. Thi characteristic of data hiding provid greater system security and avoids 
unintend d data corruption. 
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• The definition of a class is re-useable not only by the program for which it is initially 
created but also by other object-oriented programs (and, for this reason, can be more 
easily distributed for use in networks). 
• The concept of data classes allows a programmer to create new data types that are not 
defined in the language itself. 
2.4 Programming Language 
There are a few of programming languages that can be used in the development of the 
network simulator. In addition, the features of the programming language must be able to 
meet the requirements of the system to be developed Since most of the simulator is built in 
Object Oriented Programming approach, the programming language must support the OOP 
approach. The choices of programming language should be able to support other 
functionality of the network simulator. 
In this section, it reviews two main OOP programming languages, which are C++ and Java. 
These two programming language has become the most popular language used to develop the 
network simulator. 
2.4.l C:-+-+ 
C++ evolved from C, which evolved from two precious programming languages, PL and 
B. C++ was developed by Bjarne Stroustrup as an extension of C in earl l O at B n 
Laboratories. Because C++ retains C as a subset, it gains many of the attractive featur of 
the C language, such as efficiency, closeness to the machine, and a aricty of built-int s. A 
number of new features were added to C++ to make the language even more robust and more 
importantly, it provides capabilities for object-oriented programming. 
elow are the featur s of C 1-: 
• is object-oriented - it allow user to develop software using object-oriented approach. 
User can create their objects that m dcl the r al world item and thus increase the 
r ·usobility of the. oftware. 
• 1 I supports inheritance und polym rphi m - Inh ritance i a form of software 
r u, ability in which n w cln . cs are created from e isting cla e y ab orbing their 
attributes and b h vior · and overriding or cm elli hing the e with capabilitie the new 
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classes require. Polymorphism enables users to write programs in general fashion to 
handle a wide variety of existing and yet-to-be-specified related classes. Inheritance and 
polymorphism are effective techniques for dealing with software complexity. 
• C++ supports operator overloading - C++ enables user to overload most operators to be 
sensitive to the context in which they are used. The compiler generates the appropriate 
code based on the manner in which the operator is used. 
• C++ is robust - it enable user to write clearer, more robust, more fault tolerant programs. 
User can write methods to deal with the unusual occurrences or exceptions. 
2.4.2 Java 
Java was developed at Sun Microsystems. Work on Java originally began with the goal of 
creating a platform-independent language and operating system for consumer electronics. 
The original intent was to use C++, but as work progressed in this direction, the Java 
developers realized that they would be better creating their own language rather than 
extending C++. 
Java is both a programming language and an environment for executing program written in 
the Java language. Unlike traditional compilers, which con ert source c de int ma hin - 
level instructions, the Java compiler translates Java source code into in truction that ar 
interpreted by the runtime Java Virtual Machine. So, unlike languag lik an + n 
which Java is based, Java is an interpreted language. 
Java is best described a a small, simple, afe, object- rientcd int rpr te r nami 11\ 1 
optimized, byte-coded, architecture-neutral, garbage-collected, multithr ad pr gramming 
language with a strongly typed exception-handling me hani m for writing distributed, 
dynamically extensible programs. 
Java has several of important features that make it an attractive programming language as 
below: 
• Java is simple Java started ut as 1 1 ut has had certain features removed, it is 
certainly a simpl ·r lan iu g · than 1 t • Java ha implified pr gramming by both 
addinu fcaturca b ·yond those f und in I 1 and y rem ving me of the feature that 
m k • I I a compli 01 ·d und difficult Ian 1uagc t ma aer Java i · im.ple because it 
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consists of only three primitive data types-numbers, Boolean types, and arrays. 
Everything else in Java is a class. 
• Java is object-oriented- The design of Java is completely object-oriented. Java provides 
all the luxuries of object-oriented programming: class hierarchy, inheritance, 
encapsulation, and polymorphism-in a context that is truly useful and efficient. Java's 
object-oriented structure enables user to develop more useful, more tailor able, and much 
simpler software the first time around. 
• Java supports the Internet- Java can be used to build small application modules or applet 
for use as part of a Web page. Applets make it possible for a Web page user to interact 
with the page. 
• Java is general purpose - Java can be used to create complete applications that may run on 
a single computer or be distributed among servers and clients in a network. 
• Java is robust- The Java objects can contain no references to data external to themselves 
or other known objects. This ensures that an instruction cannot contain the address of 
data storage in another application or in the operating system itself, either of which would 
cause the program and perhaps the operating system itself to terminate or "era h". The 
Java virtual machine makes a number of checks on ach object to en ure integrity. 
• Java is secure - Closely related to Java's robustness is it focu n curity. Be au e Ja a 
does not use pointers to directly reference memory location , a is prevalent in and 
C++, Java has a great deal of control over the code that e: i t within the Ja a 
environment. 
• Java is platform-independent - The programs created are portability in a network. h 
program is compiled into Java byte code that can n 't\ erk n n 
server or client that has a Java. The Java virtual machine interprets the byte c de into 
code that runs on the real computer hardware. hi mean that indi "dual omputer 
platform differences such as instruction lengths can be r cognized and accommodated 
locally just a' the pr gram i being executed. Platf rm-sp cific ersions of the program 
are no longer needed. 
• Java supports multitbreedcd Java supp rt r multiple, synchronized threads that are 
built directly into the Java langua ic and runtime en ir nment. Synchronized threads are 
extremely u of ul in er iatinu distributed, network-aware applications. Such an application 
may b ornmuni ·nting with a emote server in ne thread' bile interacting with au er in 
a diff orent thread. 
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2.4.3 Comparison of Java and C++ 
Java bears a strong relationship to the widely used C++ programming language. There are, 
however, a number of significant differences, the most significant of which include: 
• Java is much more simple than C++ to develop an application. Although C++ is a 
powerful and very expressive language, it is difficult and programmer-unfriendly. 
• Java is more portable compare to C++. Application developed using Java is portable and 
can run on any hardware or platform. C++ application needs to be customized in order to 
run on certain platforms. 
• Java can be used to develop web-based application but C++ take longer time in 
developing a web-based application. 
• Java is more robust than C++. Java objects can contain no references to data external or 
other known objects. This ensures that an instruction cannot contain the address of data 
storage in another application or in the operating system itself, either of which would 
cause the program and the operating system itself to terminate or "crash". As in C++, 
pointer arithmetic, casting and explicit memory management using "new" and "delete" are 
the major causes of bugs in C++ programs. 
2.5 Summary 
This chapter has covered the primary research background of this project and r ile ant 
knowledge needed to develop the network simulator. A more detailed explanation f N 
operation will be covered in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER3: LANE 
This chapter highlights the configuration and operation in LANE. In the first section, it 
presents a detailed description of LANE operation, which consists of four phases. The next 
section described the steps in configwing the LECS, LES/BUS and LEC. 
3.1 LANE Operation 
The operation of LANE system and component include 4 stages of LEC operations: 
initialization and configuration; joining and registering with the LES; finding and joining the 
BUS; and data transfer. 
In the initialization and configuration phase, a LEC contacts the LECS to know each ELAN it 
belongs to and the address of LES and BUS to contact to join that ELAN. There are three 
ways for a LEC to access LECS. The first is to configure the ATM address of the LECS into 
LEC. The second is to have a fixed VPI/VCI that directs to the LECS from every system. 
The last is to get it through lLMI. 
During joining and registration phase, the LEC knows the A TM address of the L S of the 
ELAN to join; it sends a registration message to the LES, which includes the MAC addre s 
and A TM address of the LEC. Upon receiving this message, the LES will record the 
information in its address resolution table and create a few connections to the L for 
transfer of data and control information. 
LEC will use the A TM address of BUS obtained in the registration phase t e tabli h a 
connection to BUS for the transfer of multicast data. 
Data transfer phase is the major business of LANE. When a LEC wants to send some data to 
another L C, it will query L for the ATM address of that LEC. Using that address, it 
establishes a direct data connection with that LEC. Afterwards Ethernet frame between them 
are transported on this connection in ML 5 frames with C encapsulation. If a LEC needs 
to broadcast n packet, it imply sends the packet t the BUS, which will forward every BLAN 
member a copy of the packet .. 
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The section below will provide a more details explanation of the four major LANE 
operations. 
3.1.1 Initialization and Configuration 
When a LEC first powers up, it must obtain configuration information from the LECS in 
order to join an emulated LAN. The LANE specification offers several options for locating 
the LECS: 
• The LEC can use a "well-known address," conceptually an address like 1-800-FIND- 
LECS. Theoretically, this method provides an elegant, easy-to-implement solution for 
configuring multiple LECs. However, the "well-known address" capability and the 
address format were defined in anticipation of future ATM signaling specifications, and 
therefore this is not an interoperable approach today; this issue will be addressed in a 
future version of the LANE specification. 
• The LEC can send Interim Local Management Interface (ILMI) messages to its ATM 
switch. This alternative requires the network manager to configure the addre s of the 
LECS in each ATM switch in the network. When the LEC powers up, it would send TLM1 
messages across the UNI requesting a LEC address· the attach d v it h w uld then 
respond. Currently this is the most convenient method for discovering the -. , since it 
requires the configuration of only A TM switches, not the h sts bridge , r uter and 
other LEC devices on the network. 
• The LEC could use a predefined VCC. This alternative require a pre-c nfigured V to 
the LECS from every A TM interface on the network very port with a I. Thi 
approach requires a large number of VCC , the majority of' hi h will idl m . t of th 
time. 
• Finally, the L CS can be bypassed completely by configuring the A TM address of a LES 
in the E . 
When the L ~ S is found, the L C sets up a configuration-direct VCC to the LECS and sends 
a T. lf a matching entry is found, the LECS returns a 
L 1_ Nl•l 1l RE R ~ P NSL to the with the configuration information it requires to 
connect to its tar 1 •t l~LAN, including the f llowing: ATM addre of the L , type of LAN 
being emulated, maximum packet • izc n the L AN, and LAN name (a text string for 
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Figure 3.1: Initial LEC configuration through the LECS 
3.1.2 Joining and Registering with the LES 
When an LEC joins the L Sand registers its own ATM and MAC addresses, it does so by 
following three step : 
• After the L.. obtain the L S address, the C optionally clear the connecti n to the 
LECS, sets up the control-direct VCC to the LES, and sends an J JN n 
that VCC. This allows the LEC to register its own MAC and A M addre e with the 
LES and (optionally) any other MAC addresses for which it is pro .ying. This infcrmati n 
is maintained so that no two LECs will register the same MA or A TM add re 
• After receipt of the _JOIN_REQU ST, the L check with the 
connection, verifies the request, and confirms the client' membership. 
• Upon ucce ful verification, the adds the L a a leaf f it 
control-distribute V C and issues the L a succe sful 
int 
that 
contain a unique LAN mulation lient l ( 
filter its own broadcasts from the B 
ID . Th LE ID i used b the LEC to 
3. l.3 1 inding and Joining th · Bll 
After th· loiP has sue· .ssfully joined the , its fir l ta k is to find the BUS/s ATM 
addr . s to join th· b oud tlst •roup and ccom a member f the emulated AN. ·irst, the 
LI~ c c nes 011 LE Al P RH L 'T packet with the MA addres hen the 
L ' !.: nds this . p • i 11 LI .. /\RP pac ct on th c ntr l-direct V t the L . The I· 
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recognizes that the LEC is looking for the BUS and responds with the BUS' s A TM address 
on the control-distribute VCC. 
When the LEC has the BUS's ATM address, it joins the BUS by first creating a signaling 
packet with the BUS's ATM address and setting up a signaling request, the BUS adds the 
LEC as a leaf on its point-to-multipoint multicast forward VCC. 
The LEC is now a member of the ELAN and is ready for data transfer. 
11.tts 
Figure 3.2: Joining An emulated LAN 
3.1.4 Data Transfer 
The final state, data transfer, involves resolving the A TM address of the de tination and 
actual data transfer, which might include the flush procedure. 
When a LEC has a data packet to send to an unknown-destination MAC address, it must 
discover the A TM address of the destination LEC through which the particular address can be 
reached. To accomplish this, the C first sends the data frame to the BUS (via the multicast 
end V C) for distribution to all LECs on the ELAN via the multicast forward VCC. This is 
done because resolving the ATM addrc s might take ome time, and many network protocols 
arc intoleran! of delays. 
Th LU then sends a /,AN Emulation Addr ·ss Resolution Protocol Request 
(L ~_ARP Request) c ntrol frame 1 th L i-s via a ccntr I-direct VC . 
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If the LES knows the answer, it responds with the ATM address of the LEC that owns the 
MAC address in question. If the LES does not know the answer, it floods the 
LE_ARP _REQUEST to some or all LECs (under rules that parallel the BUS's flooding of the 
actual data frame, but over control-direct and control-distribute VCCs instead of the multicast 
send or multicast forward VCCs used by the BUS). If bridge/switching devices with LEC 
software participating in the BLAN exist, they translate and forward the ARP on their LAN 
interfaces. 
In the case of actual data transfer, if an LE_ARP is received, the LEC sets up a data-direct 
VCC to the destination node and uses this for data transfer rather than the BUS path. Before it 
can do this, however, the LEC might need to use the LANE flush procedure, which ensures 
that all packets previously sent to the BUS were delivered to the destination prior to the use 
of the data-direct VCC. In the flush procedure, a control cell is sent down the first 
transmission path following the last packet. The LEC then waits until the destination 
acknowledges receipt of the flush packet before using the second path to send packets. 
3.1.4.1 Resolution of lP Address to ATM Address 
LANE defines a service interface that looks to the IP exactly the same as Ethernet. In this 
way the IP software that is running previously on Ethernet can be ported onto TM n tw rk 
without any modification. In this case, the mapping of IP address to A TM add.res will need 
2 tables: 
• IP to MAC Table 
The IP address is mapped to MAC address as it was done in legacy AN. A n t 
even aware that such a thing is done. 
• MAC to A TM Table 
The MAC address is mapped to ATM address as it was done in LANE in which the LEC 
will send an L _ARP _R., U ST to the LE to r sol e the ATM address of the 
destination L... . 
When a host sending a pack el to a destination ho ·t, it lead· to 'ending an IP packet. Sender 
host has an II to M/\ AR ta. le in whi h it d es not find a MAC addre for destination 
host IP. So it sends un ARP r ·quest with broadca t MA addres as the d stination address. 
L • so · that and : ends it throu ~h th Multicast send V o the 
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BUS will receive the ARP request from the LEC and sends it to all the LECs in the ELAN. 
All the clients pick it up but ARP server of one client finds that someone is asking for his 
MAC address, so it coins ARP response and sends it down. The destination IP host will uses 
unicast MAC address as destination instead of broadcast MAC address because the sender 
MAC address is included in the ARP request received. 
Now destination LEC sees this packet and finds that it has to go to a particular client. If it 
has MAC-to-ATM address details in his LE_ARP table, and the connection is available, then 
it sends the reply to him directly. Else it sends the ARP Response through the BUS itself. 
Now the sender host gets the ARP Response and IP-to-MAC relationship is established for 
the destination address. 
Sender LEC sees the MAC address and looks up if it has it in its local LE_ARP table to see if 
MAC-to-ATM relationship details exist for this MAC address. If the relationship exists and a 
connection (Data Direct VCC) also exists, then it puts the packet to that VCC. Else it sends 
the packet to the BUS. The BUS sends the packet to all the clients so that the actual client 
picks it up while all others ignore the packet. If there is no Data Direct V available but the 
table has MAC-to-A TM relationship, then it starts the process of establishing the connecti n. 
If the MAC-to-ATM relationship does not exist in the local sender L CL _ARP table, then 
it consults the LE Server by sending LE_ ARP_ REQUEST asking the A M addr f r th 
destination MAC address. The LE Server will response to the L 
LE_ARP _R SPONSE control frame that contain the A TM addre 
Then the sender LEC starts the process of establishing the connection. 
by endin it a 
f r th de tinati n. 
3.1.5 Managing ATM Breadca t 
Whenever a L receives a MAC data frame for transmission, the leading bit of the 
destination MA address indicates whether the packet is unicast or broadcast/multicast: 
• A leading 1 indicate' a broadcast or multicast message. 
• I\ zero i ndicaics 1-1 unicas: messa e, 
Figure illur trates an ATM broadcast interaction. The L immediately passes 
broad ·irnt/multi ·n t Imme to 1h 13tJS vi the V cstabli hed initially (I). Th<; n S 
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forwards that message to all nodes on its point-to-multipoint tree-that is, all LECs on the 
emulated LAN receive the broadcast (2). If the BUS receives two broadcast or multicast 
frames simultaneously, it buffers one briefly while it sends the other one out. This 
serialization prevents intermixing of cells from different data frames on the VCC to the 
LECs. AAL5 allows a LEC to reassemble only one data frame at a time on a single VCC. 
Protocol information in the head of every frame uniquely identifies the LEC that originated 
the broadcast to the BUS. This information is the LEC ID, which the LES assigns. To speed 
broadcast frame processing, a LEC checks the ID for every incoming frame; if there is a 
match, the LEC disposes of the frame immediately. Otherwise it looks at the destination 
address. A non-proxy LEC saves only those frames whose destination MAC address matches 
its own multicast address. Proxy LECs save all multicast frames. 
. .. ·~ 
.. ••· w ... 
11' •'I,•• 
Figure 3.3: Broadcast and multicast message managed by the B 
The BUS mechanism is designed to handle low-I vel broadcast traffic su h as IP address- 
resolution requests and SAP messages. However it uff er fr m inefficienc ' hen faced with 
vast quantities of broadcast frames. -or example, uppose a LEC wanted to multicast live 
video to five L •Cs out of a population of 100 on an emulated LAN. Using the current 
di tribution scheme, 95 · 's would end up dj carding the tran mitted frames immediately 
upon reception. vcn hi 1h-capa. ity A' M networ an ecome congested when bandwidth 
is wasted. The I S is allowed t set up point-t -point V to the Cs, but the use of 
point .. to-multipoint V s r licves the 13 S from duplicating and tran mitring many copies of 
each messa io. 
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3.1.6 Distributed LAN Emulation 
Distributed LAN Emulation (DLE) Allows the LES and BUS functions that are provided to 
each ELAN to be distributed among multiple, interconnected server platforms. In this way, 
OLE provides these ELANs with resiliency and scalability. 
To understand DLE operation, it is useful to compare DLE to the current service model, 
which uses a single LES and BUS for each ELAN. This section first describes a simple 
example of the single server model and then gives a detailed overview of the DLE model. 
3.1.6.1 Single Server LANE Services Model 
Figure 3.4 shows the topology of a single server supporting an ELAN. In this example, the 
LECs are hosts that are using IP, and the LES and BUS are running on the same switch. 
Three LANE LECs are all registered in the same ELAN called Eng, and each is, therefore, 
connected to a LES and to a BUS for the ELAN. 
3 EngLEC I 
Figure 3.4: Single server LANE services model 
3.1.6.1.1 Using a Single erver 
When L -<C 1 wants to connect to C 3, several messages are e 'changed. First, LECl 
attempt to learn he MA addres of C 3 by r qu ting an JP-ARP request with LEC 3's 
lP address. As Figure 3.5 show , this ARP request is sent in two steps: (1) as a point-to-point 
me sage from " I to the I AN ' , then 2 a a point-t -multipoint message from the 
· S lo ull of the L s registered in the AN. 
When LIJ 3 receives the IP ARP re [ue t, it re ognizes that it is the intended destination, 
and, therefore, attempts to send IP ARP rcspon c t L 1 whose MA address was 
supplied in the ARP request pack t . 
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.,,.,. 
I 
I 
\ 
Figure 3.5: Broadcast IP-ARP request 
As shown in Figure 3.6, the delivery of the ARP response is three step: (3) LEC 3 sends an 
LE-ARP query to the LES, asking for the ATM address corresponds to LEC l's MAC 
address; ( 4) the LES sends an LE-ARP response to LEC 3; and (5) LEC 3 establish a circuit 
to LEC 1 's A TM address. 
- ....... 
' 4 \ 
\ 
\ 
EngLEC I EngLEC 2 
Figure 3.6: IP-ARP response handling 
3.1.6.1.2 Limitations of a Single Server 
Because there is only one L S/BUS supporting the ELAN, the following limitations exist: 
• The number of LECs in a single AN is limited by the number if virtual circuits that the 
single L S!BU can establish through their platform's ATM port. This usually limits the 
"'LAN to about 500 LECs. 
• luster of L Cs that are geographically separated from the LES/BUS may have poor 
throughput, av n when connecting to each other, because address queries and broadcast 
may traver e low wide- rrea links. 
• A fuilure of the E or US bring down the AN. 
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3.1.6.2 Distributed LAN Emulation Model 
To address the limitations of the single server model, DLE distributes the LANE services 
load among a mesh of LES/BUS DLE peer servers, as shown in Figure 3.7. 
Each DLE peer server actually maintains two sets of connections; one is point-to-multipoint 
connection to each of its peers for broadcasting multicast data and flooding control of 
information, and the other includes individual point-to-point connections to each peer for 
directed control traffic. 
Each DLE peer server that supports the ELAN is responsible for registering and giving 
reports about the LECs that are attached to it directly. Each DLE peer server propagates this 
information to both its locally attached LECs and its peers. 
Eng 
LEC I 
Eng 
LEC2 
Eng 
LECS 
Figure 3.7: Distributed LAN emulation model 
3.1.6.2.l Using DLE 
Figure 3.8 shows how a connection begins to be established through DLE pe r servers. LEC 
1 wants to communicate with LEC 9, which is in the same ELAN but is locally attached to a 
different peer server. First, (I) L C 1 sends an fP ARP broadcast r quest to its local DLE 
BUS. Then (2) the BUS broadcast the packet to both is locally LECs and its DLE peer 
servers. 
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------- ~---.,..,,.------ ..... -- -- - -- ..... 
Eng 
LEC5 
Eng 
LEC6 
Eng 
LEC7 
Eng 
LEC8 
Eng 
LEC9 
Figure 3.8: IP ARP broadcast from LEC 1 to LEC 9 
Upon receiving the broadcast from the first DLE peer server, the peers re-distribute the 
packet to their own locally attached LECs (3), as shown in Figure 3.9, so packet arrives its 
actual destination at LEC 9. 
Eng 
L.ES/UUS I 
Eng Eng 
LEC l I ' 2 
Figure 3.9: Re-distributing the broadcast across DLE peer serv r 
L C 9 recognizes its JP address, and prepares an IP ARP respon e. E 9 then sends an LE- 
ARP request to its local L .. S, asking for the matche LEC 1 's MAC address. Since LEC 9's 
local L S does not have an entry for L C 1, the local L S passes the query along to all of its 
locally attached proxy L,., s and all of it pc r serv rs. The first peer server has been 
able to resolve the -ARP response to the third server. 
When the; third DLI~ 1 e r ~ r er re .eivcs the L .. -ARP r p n e, it pas I!· it directly to EC 9 
( 4). Th third OLE peer server also cache the rcgi tration information f r L --c 1 0 that 
oth ·r local LI.!. s do not h v to o throu ih the entire process a zain. l I weve , this cache 
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ages out over time. LEC 9 can now open a connection to LEC 1, and send its IP ARP 
response (5), as shown in Figure 3.10. 
5 
.~-~·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· ~ -·-·~ 
/ . .-· ' 
/ \ 
I \ 
I \ 
I 
I 
\ 
Eng 
LES/BUS 3 
Eng 
LEC2 
Eng 
LEC4 
Eng 
LEC5 
Eng 
LEC6 
Eng 
LEC7 
Eng 
LEC8 
Figure 3.10: LE-ARP response delivered and LEC 9 contacts LEC 1 
3.1.6.2.2 Advantages of DLE 
As mentioned earlier, using OLE provides solutions to the problems of using a ingle erver 
as below: 
• Load Sharing- DLE peer servers distribute the circuit and processing load. The numb r 
of LANE LECs is no longer limited by the number of circuits one LES/BU platform an 
maintain, since many platforms can support a single ELAN. Also, more V are 
available for use by other applications. 
• Improved performance for remote LECs - With OLE, broadcast deli ery and -ARP 
resolution across peer servers can take a little longer time than if all LE " r c nn cted 
to a single server, since extra processing and transmission is needed. However, ELANs 
with groups of Cs indifferent locations can be designed for higher performance by 
providing a DL;, peer server with each group. Broadcasts and address resolution within 
each group will be improved. 
• ault tolerance - The most advantage of DL"' is fault tolerance. In a single serve ELAN, 
the erver can be singl · point or failur '. If the serv r fails, end stations in the ELAN are 
unabl lo discover each th r through broadcast querie and unable to resolve MAC 
addre .• CR into ATM uddr sses. In order t incrca ed network reliability, therefore 
requires that ;,LANs huve bit· ups for L function . 
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3.2.6.3 DLEELAN 
A single server supporting an ELAN has a potential problem because the server can be a 
single point of failure. However DLE can address this problem. By attaching the ELAN 
LECs to multiple DLE peer servers that communicate with each other as described earlier, 
the number of LECs affected by a server failure is reduced, and a backup server is provided 
for affected LECs to use. Figure 3.11 shows the configuration of such an ELAN as three 
station register. LEC 1, 4, and 7 are directed by their switches to the LECS. 
ELAN Eng 
LES/BUS l 
ELANEng 
LES/BUS 2 
2 2 
Switch I Switch 2 
2 \ 
Eng 
LEC 2 
Figure 3.11: Registration on an ELAN with multiple servers 
The LECS directed. the L Cs to regi ter with the near st 
ATMaddressofL S/BUS. Thi i howninfigure3.12. 
This LAN may experience significant performance improvements f r the reasons described 
earlier. ven if the actual performance is imilar to using single server in a particular 
network, a great advantage is rained through it fault tolerance if one of the server fails as 
d picted in •igurc 3.13. 
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@ LES/BUS 2 
Eng 
LEC l 
LECS 
Switch J Switch 2 Switch 3 
Eng- 
LEC8 
Eng 
LEC9 
Eng 
LECS 
Eng 
LEC2 
Figure 3.12: ELAN with multiple server in operation 
2 \ 
2 2 -- »> 
/ 
/ 
a) ng L S/ 
/ 
/ 
( 1 
\ 
Switch I Switch 2 
/ 
/ 
/ l 
\ 
\ 
.______..@J ling LE' 2 
Figure 3.13: Failure of one ELAN server and the recovery proc 
The failure and recovery process occurs as follows: 
I has lost power. All circuit connected to it are tom down. Low level 
ignaling traffic stop, and witch l remove the addre s of Eng LES/BUS 1 from its link 
tublos. 
b LE s 1 and 4 had been connect ·d lo 'witch I. They detect that their connections to Eng 
L "'S/8 . 1 have been tom d wn; user intervention is not nece sary. 
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c) LECs 1 and 4 follow LANE 1. 0 protocols to locate the LECS again to find the address of 
their ELAN' s LES. They again connect to the LECS. 
d) The LECS reports to LECs 1 and 4 that their ELAN server is at A TM address Nl. This 
address is used by every peer LES supporting the ELAN. 
e) LEC 1 send request to Switch 1 to establish a connection to Nl. Switch 1 no longer 
believes it has a direct connection to Nl, and instead uses PNNI to establish a circuit 
through Switches 2 and connect to Eng LES 2. 
f) LEC 4 sends a request to Switch 2 to establish a connection to Nl. Switch 2 may have 
learned from Switch 1 that it no longer offers a connection to Nl, or Switch 2 may 
attempt to route through Switch 1 and be "bounced back" through ATM Forum PNNI 
crank back. Either way, Switch 2 finally routes the connection through Switch 3 to Eng 
LES2. 
Switch l Switch2 Switch 3 
Ens 
LEC2 
Figure 3.14: ELAN re-established using the second server 
The recovery process occurs quickly - clients typically recover at the rate of 100 clients per 
minute- and the result is a reconfigured AN a' hown in Figure 3.14. 
3.2 ELAN Ace ss 1ontrol 
a ic ATM forum LAN .. mutation crvcr don t guard again t unauthorized users learning 
an • AN's L addrcs and then j ining the ~ AN. However, a meth d of authorization 
checking i rv iilablc, Afi.or a 1,11 obtains the addre of its ', the sends a req e. t to 
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the LES to verify that the LEC is allowed to join. If the verification is received from the 
LECS, then the LES give the LEC permission to join. If verification is not received from the 
LECS, the LES rejects the join request and the LEC is dropped. 
Using this feature, an authorization check is also performed each time the LECS reloads the 
LECS configuration file. The LECS periodically checks whether its configuration file has 
been modified, and, if it bas, the file is re-read. If the file has changed to disallow some 
clients that were previously allowed, those clients will be dropped from the BLAN. 
3.3 Configuring ELAN 
There are three major steps that the system administrator should follow in order to configure 
and maintain ELANs: 
t. Configure an LECS configuration database file. 
11. Start the LAN Emulation Services (LECS and LES/BUS). 
111. Start the LECs and join an BLAN. 
3.3.l Configuring an LECS Configuration Database File 
The LECS will maintain a database file that contains information needed by LECs that wish 
to participate in an ELAN. The LECS configuration will keep the information of each 
BLAN. System administrator must supply the following information when building or 
editing the LECS configuration database file: 
• Provide the name of each ELAN (engineering, marketing comp, etc). 
• Provide the LAN type (Ethernet or Token Ring) for each ELAN. 
• Provide the maximum frame size for each BLAN. 
• Provide the ATM address for each ELAN. JfDLE is supported in the ELAN, this address 
must be the anycast address for the OLE peer servers in each ELAN. Be sure to choose a 
distinct anycast address for each LAN in the network. It must be unique within the forst 
19 bytes. 
• Provide he address of each L C that may participate in each BLAN 
• lf the L · s i able to use fl default L/\N, the d fault information must also be 
included. 
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3.3.2 Defining an ELAN 
The system administrator need to supply the information below when creating an ELAN: 
1. Provide the LES ATM address 
11. Provide the name of the ELAN 
m. Provide the maximum frame size of the ELAN 
iv. Provide the any cast ATM address and peer ATM address if DLE is supported 
3.3.3 Starting the LECs and Joining an ELAN 
After the ELAN services have been started, and LECs can join the ELAN. To start a LEC 
that will attempt to join the ELAN, the user need to supply the information below: 
L Provide the LEC A TM address 
n. Provide the ELAN name to join 
tu. Provide the IP address ofLEC 
iv, Provide the netmask interface 
3.4 Summary 
The operation of LANE system and component include 4 stages of L operations, which i 
initialization and configuration, joining and registering with LES, finding and joining the 
BUS and data transfer. These operations in LANE are included to design the ba i · 
functionality of the network simulator. 
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CHAPTER 4: Simulation Overview and Design 
This chapter covers the important features to be implemented into the simulator and the 
programming language and tool used to develop the simulator. 
Besides that, it explains the design of the network simulator in details. The design 
aspects of the LANE network simulator components are focus in the design object 
classes since object-oriented approach is chosen to develop the simulator. The design of 
each component in the LANE network and the signaling uses in the LANE are explain in 
this chapter. It explains the functionality of each components and signals. 
4.1 Overview of Simulation Model 
The simulation features determine the functionality of simulator to replicates the real 
world behavior of the network and its ability to simulate the network. This section gives 
an overview of the features that are implemented into the simulator in order to provide 
accurate simulation output result. 
4.1.l Object Oriented Programming Approach 
The simulator is built using object oriented programming approach. The OOP approach 
will be able to provide the capabilities of being reusable, flexible and exten ible. In this 
simulation model, it consists of objects that used to simulate the behavior and state' of 
real world objects. 
This approach is used because it models the real world objects and thus reducing the 
complexity and the program structure is very clear. B sides that it pr vide the benefits 
of modularity in which every object forms a separate entity whose internal workings are 
decoupled from other part of the system. Besides that. it is easy to make minor changes 
in the data representation or the procedures in an OOP program. Changes inside a class 
do not affect any other part of a program, ince the only public interface that the external 
world has to u clas i ' through the use of method . lt able to add new features to the 
network imulator and this ma c the program e tensible by introducing a few new 
objects and modifying some existing ones. 
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Thus, the benefits provided in object-oriented programming approach make it as the 
ideal approach to developed the network simulator. The use of this approach provide the 
network simulator with other features such as simplicity, modularity, extendsiblity, 
maintanability and reusability. 
4.1.2 Multithreading 
This simulator model makes use of parallel operation in which each objects can run 
concurrently and simultaneously. Every component in the network is a single thread and 
all of them are responsible to determine when its own transaction will be performed. 
The use of multithreaded operation does not require constructing a global event lists 
because each objects handle it own event independently. A general clock is used to 
control the generation of next tick for each process to execute. This happens when not 
every process could complete their execution at the same time with other process. 
Therefore, they are designed to nm concurrently and at tbe same time waiting for each 
other during execution time. 
4.l .3 Portable 
Another important feature of the network simulator is platform independent. Thus, this 
simulator can run on any platform and hardware without any rec rnpilation or 
modification of the source code. 
4.1.4 Programming Language Used 
Java is chosen as the programming language used to develop th netw rk imulator 
rather than C++. This is because it fulfills the vital feature of th n twork irnulator. 
Firstly, the most essential features of the network simulator ar built in object-oriented 
approach. Java i a true object-oriented language. It do not merely provide the 
capability to implement object-oriented principles but it enforces these principles. Java 
provides all the luxuries of object-orient d pr gramming clas hierarchy, inheritance, 
encapsulation, and polymorphism - in a context that is truly useful and efficient. 
ccondly, multithr .aded operation is anoth r important feature f the network imulator. 
J vu has a built in support for multi threading and thi · allow. parallel operati n of objects 
within tho n twork imulator. 
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Thirdly, the Java allows for the development of portable and web-based application. 
This enables the network simulator to run in any platforms without doing any 
modification on the program. Besides that, it the simulator can be run across the Internet 
by using Java compatible browser and increase the accessibility of the network 
simulator. 
Apart from the core features, the simplicity, high performance, robustness features in 
Java has made it chosen as the programming language used to develop the network 
simulator. It provides all the necessary features of the network component. 
Other object-oriented languages such as C++, DELPID, Smalltalk is not chosen because 
they lack of providing the main features of the network simulator that are multithreaded 
ope.ration, pJatfonn-independence and web-enabled ability. 
4.1.5 Programming Tools 
A programming tool is needed to support the uses of Java to develop the simulator. This 
tool must include the essential tools such as the Java language compiler, and additional 
tools such as debuggers, graphical user interface and Java language libraries. 
Borland JBuilder 3.5 is chosen as the programming tools to develop th netw rk 
simulator. JBuilder 3.5 is written completely in Java. It uses the Swing component 
library, provided by JavaSoft (Sun Microsystems), as its foundation. It pro ide a set f 
integrated tools that is easy to use in develop a platform independence and high 
performance application in Java. 
JBuilder has a flexible architecture in which it is easy to incorporate the latest JDK 
version, third party tools, add-ins and Java Beans. The JBuilder IDE supports a variety 
of technologies including 100% Pure Java, JavaBeans, Java 2, Java SDK 1.2.2. and 
JFC/Swing. 
J Builder provides powerful and complete sets of tool including graphical user interface 
and editor have m t the entire requirement for the devcl pment f this project. 
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4.2.1 Overview of JavaSim Network Simulator 
The JavaSim object is the main object of the simulator. It keeps a list of all the network 
components, which are the descendents of SimComponent, and a list (a queue) of all 
events that in the form of SimEvent. Every component contains a set of parameters, 
which inherit SimParameter. All other classes are mostly helpers that provide certain 
services such as time service, logging and meter display. Figure 4.1 shows the hierarchy 
of all the significant objects in the simulator. All classes within the dotted rectangle 
belong to the simulation engine and should not be changed by component developers. 
4.2 JavaSim Network Simulator 
This section will discuss on the design of Java Network Simulator developed by Master 
Student, Mr. Lim Shiau Hong. The LANE components are added into the simulator and 
it will be used to simulate the LANE topology. 
f" I 
SimPanel I SimProvider 
SimClock 
SimLog 
inherits 
GenericATMSwitch LEC 
SimParamDouble 
GenericBTE ....--- 
SimPanunLECache 
Genericl.ink 
BRApp 
Figure 4.1: Hierarchy of Objcctll in the Simulator 
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The LANE components LECS LES_BUS and LEC inherit SimCornponent whereas new 
parameters used in the LANE components such as IP address, LECS, s ELAN 
configuration databa e and L regis tration tabl inherit SimParameter. 
4.2.2 JavaSim 
JavaSim is the main object that contains everything in the simulator. It provides all GUI 
functions (together with Sim Panel) and main Jframe for the application. Besides that it 
provides the event manager to handle event-passing among all components. There will 
be only one instances of the JavaSim object throughout the simulation. 
There are few services provided by the JavaSim object as below: 
• Provide the current simulation time in tick 
• Provide a list of all existing SimComponent 
• Provide communication between any component which 111 1 e r ation f a 
Sim vent 
4.2.3 SimClock 
This object provides a set of time translation functions for n rmal translati n b tv en 
tick and actual time. 
4.2.4 SimEvent 
every imComponent communicate with each other by n ueum im nt f r th 
target com onent. r xarnple, wh n c m n nt A ant nd 
component , component A creates a im sven: th t 
enqueue the event. The im •vent bject al ntain 
xactty the speci ied time. omp ncnl 13 will th ·n b a I to r e ent 
accordingly. p n receiving the im vent ob· ct it c nt nt an r tri d. 
Thero arc two t I . of ·v •nts, whi h or· public w ill-kn wn • eat and rivate e ent . 
A ._ im ompon nt •un ·n JU u • v n1 both or it. If and f r anethe im m nent. 
Public v )ntH 'An b nqueu ·<.I Io its ·tr or for another im om n nt, b t private 
nt: con nl be nqu ·u ·d for it It'. 
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All the public events are defined in the Siml'rovid r object. An de elopment of new 
SimComponent and event types require the recompilation of this object. All private 
events are defined within the particular Sim mp nent our e itself. All pri ate events 
must be greater than a constant ( imProvider. V_PRIVATE) defined in SimProvider. 
So, the first private event will have a valu of imPr vider. PRIVATE 1 the ne t 
SimProvider.EV_PRIVATE 1 2, and so on. 
4.2.5 Sim Component 
This is the most important class to understand in the imulator in order to development 
new components. very network component in the imulation inherit rm m n nt. 
The SimComponent class itself should not be instantiated b cause it nly provide the 
skeleton for an actual component. A new comp nent h uld extend im m n nt and 
override its various methods in order t provide m aningful oper tion f r the 
component. 
Below are the methods available in the Sim omponent: 
• void staru) - perform any op rati n needed when the irnulati n tart 
• void reseu) - perform a re et operation in order to bring the tatu f th 
back to the same statu a if it 1 ju t newly created 
• void action/Stmlivent "') - this i the event handler f thi m n nt and \: ill - ~ 
called by th simulat r a the de tinati n fir . e id th t \I ri at nt \' ·11 
m nent 
handled in this method 
• Boolean isC rm ctabl '(, im :ompon int .omp) thi i all b th imul ti n 
engine when a c m on nt i a out to be nn cted t thi m n nt. Th mp 1 
reference lo the new c mpon mt. 
• old addN ighbor(i)im 'ompon mt .omp, thi: i c 11 • th irnulation ngme 
when a now nei ihblor i conne itcd to thi ' c mp n nt. 
• vol I rcmov ·N •ifhl or(i)im 'ompon ·111 'otu; thi, is all ·d th imulati n engine 
wh ·n u n i hbor i.• Ji ionn • I •(I from thi m11 nent. 
• void t'OP. (Stm 'om; mw111 ·0111p thi: m ·thud i us ·d t c p par me e atuc f 
Rnoth r Sim Oft)pOll ·nt of th .. um. I r ·. Normully th. bOI p· ramctcr t cop t • 
tho c thut on sp i 1cd by th . it ul ti n use . 
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• Image getlmaget) - this method is used to load an image file to represent the 
component in the simulator. 
Besides that, every SimComponent must have a component class and a component type, 
as defined in the Siml'rovider class. Th g t mp ,la O method can be used to obtain 
the component class whereas get omp'Iypet) method can be used to get the component 
type. 
4.2.6 SimParameter 
Every SimComponent can have internal parameters or external parameters, which can be 
shown or accessible by users. All external parameters must inherit SimParameter. By 
extending SimParameter, one obtains parameter logging and meter display features 
automatically. 
Any parameter that inherits SimParameter will provide a constructor that includes at 
least 4 parameters, which are name of the parameter, name of the c mp nent v 1 th 
parameter, time when the parameter is created and whether the aramctcr an e l g d 
in the log file. 
The current simulation engine provide 3 general purpo e cla scs that all inh rit r m 
SimParameter: imharamlnt, Siml'araml. oubt , and ,' im ar mB I. 
objects provide support for integer, double and , t ndin 
Sirnl'arameter accordingly can create ther ty of pararn t r . 
There i one important rcquirem nt to all parameter that m y b daft r 
the motion of u component. Any dditi n or r nn imP ram t r 1 m th 
c mponent's param ter Ii ·t tjava.uul.Ltst purams) h uld f llow db a notification 
cull lo the main Jav Sim bject, by this. tut nn .nt: tho; 1111.11 Jtt 1 ram ·t 1nChange(tht , 
which n urn that any op ned dialo containin z th se p ram r 7 t update cl d. 
Wh n u Sin1P1m 1 ter is ·r 'Hl ·d witb isl.on': th/(' true, n' 111 
when for example, u s ·/ Valtw(} call ;, done. Thi is to void e c .. ive r unn cc 
log in O' <.I tu. •nch .ompcn nt i r 1 rn •ii I in ontrollt , th· ate 1 g in Jn 
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order to make sure a new value of a SimParamet r is logged one must call the 
update/long tick) method. 
4.2. 7 Object Serialization and Load/Save Fu net.ion 
The simulator uses object serialization as a form of ligh-weight persistence. This allows 
accurate saving and restoring of the simulation states without much effort from the 
components developers. 
In this simulator, every SimComponent and SimParameter is serializable. This means 
that each SimComponent and SimParameter must implements the j a. io. rializabl 
interface. This rule carries down to all class members of the particular SimComponent 
or SimParameter. That is, if a component contains a member that is n t primiti e ja a 
types, it should also be Serializable. 
4.2.8 Create Route 
In order to create a route from a source to destination, a user fi t need t c nfi ure th 
routing table in the en ric witch object. The user had t s ecify the A M addr nd 
output link in the routing table. Thi wilt enable the switch t put th arri al di in the 
proper output port. Besides that every switch, link and 
in order to pass the arrival cell to the desired destinati n. 
v ·11 kee a all r 
4.3 Design of Component in the AN 
f n this section, it explains the design of cla se for each mponent. hi in lud th ir 
functionality, major attributes and maj r method in the cln d i n. 
4.3.1 LF, 
LAN • conf iuration Server i respon ible to si zn th addrcs f 
upon the uc e of initialization o LL · l join on FLAN 
or I [~ uddr . s und BLAN name in ord ·r to r ·pl in the L • 
lt will 01-1. i n the I ,J... , u cordinu to the hLAN that th· 
o an ELAN 
maintain a able 
R p 
pr vidm the 
• Th LI· will 111-1. the in orm ti in pr vid d in the u~ 
to generate an I~ NFI ' RE RH 'P N 1F. Thi r ·. ponse a.y rn icute : u cc 
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or failure, depending on whether the prospective LE Client is to be allowed to 
attempt to join an LE Server. 
• LECS will validate the ATM address of LEC, LAN-type and maximum frame size 
in the LE_CONIGURE_REQUEST and decide whether the LEC is allowed to join 
the desired ELAN. 
The algorithm used to validate the information in LE_CONFIGURE_REQUEST 
received from LEC is as below: 
while there are ELAN info available] 
if ELAN name is unspecified or ELAN name equals ELAN name in ELAN info{ 
if maximum frame size is unspecified or maximum frame size equals maximum frame 
size in ELAN info{ 
if LAN type is unspecified or LAN type equals LAN type in EL.AN info] 
if the U!.' ATM address is valid to j in the ELAN{ 
set STATU. 0 to indicate success 
response a succes ifut LE ,ONFJ UJ ,. RE P N E to the LE 
} 
else] 
set TA 1'US 7 to Indicate [allure to join the HI .AN du • to s • urtt r tas u 
send afa#lure L · ONFl URE_l~E P N Et th· L ._ 
} 
} 
} 
} 
if the L • Is not allowed to join the EL.AN due to insujji I 111 lnfi rmati 11 • iv id 
set TA TVS I to indicate fatlur to join th desired EL.AN 
send a fi1Uure f,E ONFf /~£ RE P Ni I~ to th L ,, 
} 
• Upon the successful of the initialization, the L r nd th \ 'th 
UC S that contain ucce A TU fi 1 lt fill 
-A TM-ADD and 
fram . lF th 
in the LAN-TYP · MAXIMUM-l·RA 
AN NAM int the NFl 
initialization failed, then it replie n 
contain in the • TA 1 U field. 
that doe not 
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The following table lists the design of the major attributes and methods of the LECS 
class. 
Major Attributes Major Methods 
A TM address value Validate LE_ CONFIGURE REQUEST 
LE_CONFIGURE_RESPONSE packet Set LE_CONFIGURE_RESPONSE 
Table to keep LES and BUS information success contents 
Set LE CONFIGURE RESPONSE failure - - 
contents 
Search for LES/BUS information 
4.3.2 LES/BUS 
Each ELAN needs at least 1 pair of LES/BUS to serve the LECs. In the simulator, the 
LES and BUS are located together and share an A TM Address. This is useful becaus 
both of them can share the LE_ARP table. The L S serve the Cs during the j m 
phase and data transfer phase. Below are the functionalitie of the designed 
• The LES will validate the LE_JOIN_REQUEST. The value for LAN type and 
maximum frame size must be compatible with that of the 
MAC address and A TM address to prevent two Cs with the same MA a drc r 
ATM address joins the ELAN. 
Below is the algorithm used to validate the joining of L 
ifELAN Name not equals LE '!BU. ELAN name{ 
set TATU 2 
send a failure LF_JOIN _ RESPON, · control from 10 I 
} 
else] 
if /,AN typ t not equals Uh BU 'LAN typ ·{ 
set STATUS 2 
s nd a fatlure ut J IN RKW ON I~ control ram· I l I! 
else] 
lf ma imum frame stze equal LE BU. maximum rame uze] 
wht! • ther 1 are r 1glsf ired /,h'(' 11[0 avatlabt • n IF ' clu: 
If u~· ' ATM address •q11C1/s ATM addr ·s~ n LE ach 
t1Cltlres.\' l'fltml MA(' addr -ss 111 u. 'och ·( 
s1•1 S'l'A'l'l/S to Ind/ ·ate jh fur· to otn th· HI N du to duplicate 
A '/'M address or MA "uddr -ss 
.v1·ntl a fallur • Lli JOIN IO!'SJ ON)h iontrol [ran: to U! ' 
I 
1 ls •( 
g inerate a Lh' II for the th'(' 
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add the ne11 LE , info into LE ache 
set STATUS 0 
s ind a success LE JOIN RESP N, E which included the LE ID to the 
LJi(' 
} 
} 
else{ 
set S'l'ATU 2 to tndi ale failure to join the EL.AN 
send a failure LE JOIN RE. PON E control frame to LE ' 
} 
} 
• LES will return a L _JOIN_RESPONSE to indicates a succes fut join and include a 
REQUESTER_LECID for the client that is unique among all LEC joined the same 
ELAN. It returns the same LE_JOIN_REQUEST it provided if the C did not 
received an L _JOIN_ SPONS . 
• The LES respond to an L _ARP_ RBQ T for a regi ter d AN de tinaticn ilh 
the information obtained when that LAN de tinati n ' a r gi t red. \fit d n t 
respond to an L _ARP _R Q • T it mu t forward the L ~ ARP R . \t 
can also forward the LE_ARP _R QUEST to the L that regi t red v ith that AN. 
It can forward the _ARP_ REQU ST to the peer server. 
The following table lists the de ign of the major attribute and meth th 
ATM address 
LAN name 
Maximum data frame 
L ache table to torcd the information 
of j incd "' s 
Validate 
Major Attributes Major Method 
A u cd 1 -upport the rnultico ·l function in th th r gi trati n 
• Wh n l3l,' ecci ·.ARP Rl~()UllS'I Hill LI~ 
iddrcs», it multi 11 t th· pu ·t to nil the LL 
ARP I bSI NSH t th u: .. 
mt! th· dcsunatt n 
It will · \ · rnulticr s he 
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• BUS is responsible to multicast the L _ARP _REQUEST recei ed from LES or LEC 
to find the destination A TM address. 
The following table shows the major attribute and methods for the BUS: 
Major Attributes Major Methods 
A TM address (same as L S) Multicast the LE_ARP _REQUEST to 
LECs and peer s rver 
Multicast the ARP _REQUEST and 
ARP RESPONSE received from LECs 
4.3.3 LEC 
An LEC act as a client in the BLAN and it can join more than one LAN. The de igned 
of L in thi model are a bel w: 
• During the initialization, the C issue a L ONFl UR t the L 
containing LAN name that wish to join and its TM and IP addr . If th 
LE_CONFIGURE_ 
failed. ]f the L 
PON does not contain 0, then the nfigurati n pha cha 
does not return an L ithin th 
C Control time-out, it can repeat the NFI lf th 
LE_CONFJGURE_ PON c ntain 0 in th A I ld th Tl th 
configuration phase is succes ful. 
• ln the join phase, the L C establi he it connecti n with th an a 
L JOrN T to be allowed to JOIO th AN. tt r - 
J IN R N • up n the ucce .. ful f j in ph 
• The can send a T to for an unre um t 
dcstinati n. It can al' end a t th th t 
de tination. 
• The LE can send an ARP _R • ad c 
addre ' and reply lo an AR I RL th t l d r 1t MA addr nding 
th· ARP RB P N I, to the 8US or directl throu h · nn cuon 
• Th· IJ! pm in rman n 
r ·c •ivc<l ' m at lcu. t th<, e u: AHi l<E, I NSP rres ndi t 
n ARP 
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• The LEC remove any LE_ARP cache entry that has not been used to forward a data 
frame for a long period of time, whether or no that entry has been recently verified. 
The following table shows the maj r attributes and methods for the LEC: 
Major Attributes Major Methods 
Contact LECS 
Join ELAN 
Send LE_ ARP_ REQUEST 
Send ARP_ REQUEST 
Response to LE_ARP _REQUEST 
Response to ARP _REQUEST 
Caching the ATM address 
Established connection with other LEC 
Clear the L ARP cache 
ATM address 
MAC address 
IP address 
Maximum retry count 
Maximum frame size 
ARP table 
LE ARPtable 
ELAN joined array 
Aging time 
Destination fP address 
Destination A TM address 
Destination MAC address 
4.4 Additional Parameter De i n 
The parameter provided in the Java Network imulator i insu ici nt t b • u e in th 
LANE component. Theref re, new parameters ne d to be rest d. 
4.4.1 SimParamL Table 
This parameter is specially designed to handle the LAN databa e. It will enabl rt 
input the details f each AN. It will require th er t in ut th n m 
A TM addre , MA addre s, AN type maximum frame an i pl 
information in a table. lt allow u er to add nd r m c an 
Beside that, it performs checking function to make sur that th 
addre s are alid. 
ddr an 
4.4.2 
Thi. p ram tor uct as n c chc tabl · lo tor d th' in rmuu n of 
j ined th EtAN in LFS/lllJ, . 11 I ii rm th· uliduti n o I 
s th t successfully 
rmau n, hich 
do ' not allow two r mor · dif er ·nt LI, 's to r · •1 ter LAN .sun t1 
A'I M addre MA f ddr ·. . 1t r tum uniqu LI. II t the LL 
u ·ing th .ame 
with the "'LAN. 13-. id\ th t, it can di. pl 'Y th infon ati mo .ach L ~.,in a t1 I 
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4.4.3 SimParamMAC 
SimParamMAC is specifically design for handling MAC addresses input by user. Basic 
functions include method to access a 1l the parameters stored for instance read method 
and write method. Other method involve error checking method to ensure the correctness 
of parameter input by users 
4.4.4 Sim Pa ram IP 
This parameter is design to handle the IP address input by the user. It will validate the IP 
address input by the user to ensure the IP address is a valid type. It performs error 
checking on the lP address input by the user e.g. IP address must be numeric numb r 
between 0 to 255. 
4.4.5 SimParamlntM 
This parameter is used to limit the range of numeric that can be input by the u er. rt will 
perform a checking to make sure the value key in by the user is b tw en a minimum 
value to a maximum value. For example the value of maximum data frame 1z alu i 
from 1516 octets to 18190 octets. 
4.4.6 SimParamString 
This parameter is design to handle string parameter key in by the r u h 
name. Besides that, it is used to show the tatu of each A com n nt urin th 
simulation. 
4.5 U er Interfac Design 
f n the LAN simulator design it consist of 5 · lion a' foll w: 
• L C 
In this section, user has t input A M addre and 
dutabu se, which will con i t < f th L , /\" M addr s an th· ll 
the LLAN. 
• IL. /B S 
Ill thi s · ition, u c n · ·d. I> input the f .LAN num ·• ATM ud r IB 
ugitl 1 time and bLAN typ ·. 11 will al o n Lt at bl· thut c r them rma ion 
succ ·cu d LH '. join d th· IJ AN. 
nfiguration 
AP to j in 
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• LEC 
In this section, it provide a few fields to be input by the user which is LEC name, IP 
address, A TM address, MAC address, and the name of ELAN to join. In the data 
transfer section, the user only need to specify the destination IP address, number of 
bits to be sent. The user can change the destination address after the LEC finish 
sending the data. 
• Log file 
This section enables user to view the log file for LECS, LES/BUS, LEC, and the 
simulation result. 
4.6 Summary 
There are few important features to be implemented into the simulator such as using 
object-oriented approach, support of multithreaded, platform independence and web- 
enabled Thus, Java programming language is chosen to develop the simulator because it 
meets the vital requirements of the network simulator. 
This chapter covers the overview design for components of LANE to perate in h 
simulator. Each LANE components have their own functionality and ta k t b 
performed during the simulation. This will provides the major class s and fun ti n to 
be included into the simulator. 
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CHAPTER 5: Simulator Implementation 
This chapter will cover the implementation aspect of the simulator components - a look into 
how the component is designed and implemented. During the implementation phase, all the 
classes with important attributes wil1 be shown together with the explanation of these 
attributes as well as methods contained within the classes. 
5.1 Implementation 
The implementation of the A TM network simulator component is the phase that transforms 
the theoretical into the practical. It is where the actual simulator components are built from 
the foundation of the design that was put forth. 
This section will look in tum at the implementation of each of the object eta ses that make up 
the LANE end system, as wen as some of the other object classes that LAN end sy tern 
makes use of. 
5.1.1 Control Frame class 
This class follows the LAN Emulation data frame format for 802.5 frames. It con i t 
of the control frame use to carry the signaling information during the configurati n pha 
joining phase and data transfer phase of LEC. 
class LaneFrame implements Java. io. Sertatizable] 
String marker null; 
int protocol O; 
int version O; 
Int OP_ DE 0; 
int status -1; 
int trans td O; 
int req Id O,· 
int flag« O,· 
Iring sr. · Ian dest null; 
String trg Ian d wt null; 
String src atm addr null; 
int src port 0; 
Int resrv I (),· 
StrlnJ.f trg attn addr nult; 
hu trg 1 art O; 
1111 Nsrv2 O,· 
int Ian typ« O; 
1111 m .frm sl ,, o,· 
String elan_nam' "0'': } 
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5.J.2 LECS 
This LECS class wi l1 perform the function of LANE configuration Server, which is 
responsible to assign the address of LES of an LAN upon the succes of initialization of 
LECs to join an ELAN. [twill assign the L Cs according to the ELAN that they wish to join 
by providing the ATM address of the 
During the configuration phase of L C, LECS will receive the 
LE_CONFIGURE_REQUEST. The LECS will use the information from the configuration 
database to validate whether the L C is allowed to join the intended LAN. This is done by 
passing the LE_CONFJGURE_REQUEST to the qu ryl.E: r fl) function which i available 
in the Simi'aramisable class. If the initialization of LECs to join an ELAN is successful it 
will call LE V E O function to return a successful L _ CONFl 
the LEC, otherwise it will call LE_FAJLO function which return a failure joining me age t 
the LECs. The LE CONFI URE PONS i ent thr u h the onn cti n tween ~ 
and LECS. 
Below is the method in receiving LE_CONFIGURE_R U ST fr m 
configuration pha e: 
durin the 
private void en recetve(SimEvent e) { 
ell ell (Cell)(e. retParamsO)/Oj; 
if(cellfr. P DE /) 
{ 
LI!.' STATU '. · tValu 1("; it U£ (' NF UJ:.'QUJ:: 'lfrom'' 1 >//. r .. r attn ddr); 
LE L 1'ATUS.updaP(lhe, 'im.nowO): 
llvalldat 1 the information of !J~ 'ONl'I IUl?l~ Uh'QUFSR 
'ell r · 11/ · ltabl 1.qwtf!LHS(i · ill); 
if (r · •11.fr .. vlaltls/ 0) !/fal/11rc of conflg11ml/011 
J.H FA/1,(r · 11/, •II): 
Is 1 
Lh' 'U 'CHSS(r iell. · 111) ,· 11.rn · · •s.efu/ o ·tmf/g11r 111011 
} 
ilso 
-n II/JI/,· 
} 
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5.1.2.1 LECS GUI Implementation 
There are seven attributes defined in the LECS class to hold the information such as ATM 
address, MAC address, start time, port number and AN database. The figure below shows 
the GUI design of LECS component. 
class LECS extends· Sim omponent imp/em nts jaw. io. erializable { 
private SimParamNSA P nsap; 
private SimParamMA mac; 
private Simharamlnt cn start ftme; 
private Stmharamlnt b log factor; 
I/LE atm addres 
II ma address 
//start time 
l/loggingfa tor 
private Siml'araml.Table ttable- null; 
private imParamlnt en thisport null; 
private SimParamString LE TA TU : 
I/table that keep the LANE information 
I/port number 
I/LE S status 
} 
5.1.3 LES/BUS 
The L S_BUS class w111 perform the function of L It will recei e 
LE_JOIN_REQ ST from L s during joining pha e and repl a .1 TN R P N · t 
indicate whether the LEC has success or failed to join the AN. 
For an L _JOTN_R QUEST to succeed, value for LAN type and ma imurn fr rn izc mu t 
be compatible with that I..E erver. The L S will include a R T R- l 
successful join in the L _JOIN_RESPONS and th inti rmati n f th I ... 
address, ATM address, vpi and vci values of V 
When L server rcceiv a _._ARP _R • frorn L ... ,it ill nd b th 
Simi araml.E :aclP to find the destination ATM address and r tum a ARP p E 
to the r quest d LI~ s, This ta k is p rform d l cullin qu r RP un ti n in th 
imParam/,/~'Ca ·h ~. 
will u I· to r -.·1 onsc to ARP I ~ .,, T and AR I R ,., P N . It ill forward 
I • idc: thnt, i1 nl. o transmn« an alid data rarne rec 1 ed 
{rom IJ( s. 
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5.1.3.1 LES/BUS GUI Implementation 
The GUI parameter input window will be triggered when the LES component is created. 
There are eleven attributes in L S component to hold the specific information as follows: 
class LES TJUS extends SimComponent implementsjava.io. erializab!e { 
private SfmParamNSAP nsap; I/ATM addre s 
private SimParam.MAC mac; I/MA address 
private SimParamString EL4N_Name; 
private SimParamString LAN_ type; 
l!ELANnam 
I/LAN type 
private Simraramint b_logJactor; 
private SimParamlntM maxdata frame; 
private SimParamlntM aging_time; 
private SimParamDouble cn_bit_rate; 
private Simharamlnt n_start_time; 
private SimParamLE ache LE_ ache; 
private Stmi'aramlnt n thtsport null; 
} 
//logging in ricks 
/Ima tmum data frame allowed 
I/aging time to clear the a h~ 
l/biJ rate 
I/start time 
I/table to store registered LE information 
I/port numb tr 
5.1.4 LEC 
LEC class perform the functionality of a L • tn the A ft will g hr u h the 
configuration phase, joining phase and data transfer phase. Bel w are the maj r m th d in 
LEC class: 
• void staru) 
This is the method where LEC performs configuration, register and transfer ph in U1 
LANE simulation. Jn the implementation of L in the netw rk irnulat r it first ne 
contact the CS by sending a L T in t th' A M 
addr ss of It need to et up a V an th n nd th 
L _CONFfGUR R U ST over the active conn ction. th in rm ti n m th 
L ST not matche with th J m a 
failure of joining sign ti from tho L , S. thcrwi sc, it will abl 
the L fr m th L • NFI UR ,,_R ~SP N r cei ed. 
t th A .·.a dr of 
Durin joinin pha« ·, the LI ' will first t up u V t conta t the . 
l\tta h ·d i1 own A'TM nddr • md MA n<ld1 m id· th · 1 • J I 
e C will 
·1 packet If 
the I. ,, rec ·ivcd a join succcsslu! r · p nse, then il will g ·tu U' l 11: 1 • fD in the LA . 
8 '.ides '111at, i1 will updat LAN typ , 1 sximum d itu rumc, I I A ame and vut c , vcn 
hy th LB Scrv ·r. Thi. also indicut • tht; joiuin' phusc < f inittuhzutmn i<; complete 1 
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successful. If the LEC received a failure-joining message from th LES, it will retry the Join 
procedure. The number of retry must not exceed Maximum Retry Count. 
During the data transfer phase, the LEC will first check the ARP table in order to map the IP 
address with MAC address. If the destination MAC address is not found, then it will send an 
ARP request to with broadcast MAC addres as the destination address. LEC sees that and 
sends it through the Multicast send VCC to the BUS. If an LEC does not receive an ARP 
RESPONSE after control time out, it can retry to send the ARP request again. When a LEC 
received an ARP response from BUS, then it will update the information in the ARP tabl . 
Then the LEC will looks up if it has it in its local LE_ARP table to see if MA -to-ATM 
relationship details exist for this MAC address. If the relationship exists and a connection 
(Data Direct VCC) also exists, then it puts the packet to that VCC. Else E send the 
packet to the BUS. The BUS sends the packet to all the clients so that the actual cli nt pie it 
up while an others ignore the packet. lf there is no Data Dir ct V a ailable ut the ta le 
has MAC-to-A TM relationship, then it starts the process of establishing the conn ction. N w 
if the MAC-to-A TM relationship doe not xist in the local ender _ARP t bl" th n it 
consults the LE Server by sending LE_ARP_REQUEST asking the ATM addre fir the 
destination MAC address. The C will received a L ARP fr m th 
and update the information into the L _ARP table. Then, it will et up a data dir t V t 
the destination LEC and transmit data over the connection. 
• private void in reoeivetsimtivent V 
111 this method, it received L _C NFI R 
during configuration phase and register phase. If 
and it finds that someone i a king for bi MA address it c in A 
down. If it has MA -to~ATM addrcs · detail in hi 
available ata Direct V ), then it end the reply to him dir · tl . I 
Re ponsc through the iL elf. I esid ·s that, it will let r iiv d ds 
P N ., and J 
and nd it 
onnection is 
nds th ARP 
urce C. 
• vol 11 l'IC'od1 ' 
This unction is buil! to ch ·ck ·uch ·nt in the LL AR I t ible an 
ogin 1 imc is cc d d. 
I te an entry · fter the 
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• void findMACO 
This method is used to retransmit an ARP_ REQUEST to LES/BUS if the LEC does not 
received an ARP_ RESPONSE after the time out. 
• Cell LE_ CONF(Ce/l cell) 
This function is developed to attach the required information into the 
LE_ CONFIGURE _REQUEST. 
• private LE_ARPinfo getLE_ARP(String targetmac) 
This method is used to map the MAC address to A TM address. It checked each entry in 
LE_ARP table to map with the MAC address of the destination LEC. If the mapping is 
successful, then it will return the target ATM address. 
• private ARP getMac(String cur target_ip) 
This is caUed by the LEC to map IP address to MAC address. If the mappin 
will return the target MAC address. 
ucce ful, it 
• private ell sentAl?P _request(: Iring cur _targetf P) 
This is called by the LEC to send an ARP _REQUEST frame to BUS to re olve the IP addr 
of the target LEC. 
• private ell sentl.E ARP(Bi Inte rer targetmac) 
This function is c 11ed to prepare an ARP _R Q ST control fram 
resolve the ATM address of the target LEC. 
in rd rt 
The ARP lass and U~ AUPinfn ilass are developed to t r inf rmati n in ARP tabl and 
_ARP table. Any new information of ARP respon rec ived will r cord in th ARP 
table and L .. _ARP _R PON · received will b updat d int _ARP table. tde that, 
the intonnatton in LE ARP tabl will be I ·11 alt ·r it rca hed the u ing tim 
by I el 'a h •O function. 
hi i d e 
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S.1.4.1 GUI Implementation of LEC 
Simulator Implementation 
In the GUI implementation of LEC, the user will need to specify the ATM address, MAC 
address, JP address, BLAN Name, ELAN type maximum frame time maximum retry count, 
control time out, aging time and destination IP address. The user can change the destination 
IP address after the transfer of data is done in the previous connection. Below are the 
attributes in LEC component to hold the specific information: 
class LEC extends SimComponent implements java.io.Sertallzab!e { 
priivate SimParamNSAP nsap; I/ATM address 
private SimParamMA mac; I/MA address 
private SimParamlP Ip; I/IP address 
private Simharaml. P subnet; I/Subnet mask 
private SimParamlnt LEC _ID; 
private Stmharamlnt b _logJactor; 
I/LE ID received from LI:: 
11/oggin factor 
private SimParamStr/ng LAN_type; I/joined LAN type 
private SimParamlntM max data rame; I/maximum data frame iize 
private SimParamStrlng ELAN_Name; I/joined EL.AN name 
private SimParamlntM ctrl_time_out; I/control time out 
private SimParamlntM max unknown rame cnt; I/maximum unknov n fram • s •11t 
private Simroramlnt max _unknown Jrame _time; I/maximum unkn wn from 1 ttm • 
private SimParamlntM aging_time; I/aging time to clear entr in L • Alu> 
private imParamlntM max_retry_cnt; I/maximum r try count 
private Simharamlrouble cn_bJt_rate; I/data transfer bit rat 
private Simharamlnt cn_start_llme; I/start time 
private SimParamDouble en _trans_ size; 1/transmi sf on tze 
private Stml'aramlnt cn_delay; I/delay time to re tart data tran mi si n 
private SimParamfnt en th/sport null; I/port number 
private Simharaml? en destlp; 
private StmParamMA . en destmac; 
private Stml'aramNSAP n destnsap; 
private imraramlnt en conattempt; 
private ; 'imParamlnl n _conacc ipt; 
private Simi aramBool isUegLE S; 
private SimParamBool I RogJ_,,HS; 
pr/vat • Stmt'uramotring L/!,' ' 'TA '/'LJ, ,· 
pr/vat• SlmParamStrlng LE STAT(!. 2; 
} 
I/destination IP addr •. 
/Id isunotto« MA ukirc .. 
I/destination A TM ad r •, s 
I/count of attempt 11111 itlon 
I/count of a · ept I 1111 ictton 
I/check if r gister with L ~ 
llclw k If r •gist tr with J,E 113 l 
I/status of LE , 
I/data r tc •i ed 
~.t.5 imPa rnmLT hi 
Thi cluss will oct u th LANF dut 1bns ". whi h allowed ht u · r to input th mfi rrnation of 
th LAN · uvnilubl . In this LANL dt tubu , the u er nc cl t •p<;cify the name f the 
I AN, its ATM tddr ·s, llLAN ty ·. rnu ianurn rnm · :iz 1 tind the pr· 1 f the A ,·M 
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address of LECs that is a1lowed to join the ELAN. lt perform the function to alidate the 
LE_CONFIGURE_REQUEST received from LECs. 
class SimParamLTahle extends SimParameter imp/ ment. A tionl.t ten r.java.io. erializable { 
private class Llnfo implements Java. to.Serlalizable] 
Btglnteger nsap; /ILE<:::.!B ATM address 
Biglnteger Ansap; I/Allowed NSAP addr ss 
int mask; I/mask 
int max _frame _size; //maximum frame size 
String LANE_Name; /!ElAN name 
String LANE_ Type; I/LAN type 
} 
private SimComponent the omp; 
private Java. util.List itable; I/list to tore EL.AN information 
private Llnfo info; 
private transient .Ji omponentjcomp null; 
String[] LT= {t'lithemet", "Tokenking"}; 
String[] max fr - {"1516", "./544", "9234", "18190''}; 
} 
5.1.6 SimParamLECeche 
SimParamLECache class is built to keep the information of C that ha ucce fully joined 
the LAN. Jtperformsthefunctiontovahdatethe _J TN_R.. in rdcr t pr' mt 
two LEC with same MAC address or ATM addres join the AN. lt will al 
LECTD to LES if the L C is qualified to join the LAN. Siml'ararn ach will di plo th 
information of the L Cina table. 
class SimParamlECaclie extends lmt'arameter Imp/ im ints A tionlsist n r Java. lo. n tltzabl { 
class Info implements Java. io. lertaltzable 
Biglnteger nsap; ///,/1,' , nsap address 
Bigln! tg tr mac; llLH ; MA ; addr iss 
int lectd; //lJiX' JI 
int ·f; /IV 'I valu 
Im vpl; llvpl value 
long · ti11P; /Ir •glsl'r time 
} 
private Sin« 'ompon in! /he( 'omp; 
pri, nu j va. 11111.Usl itable; //ltst fO store rt·~lvt tr id I H in orm 11011 
prtvat Info 111/h; 
fJ1'1\ al • trnnsl: 111 J '01111 aneut! ·011111 1111//,· 
prtva((• int IH 'Id I,· 
l 
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5.2 Conclusion 
This chapter presented an idea on the implementation of LANE components. Class 
implementation explains th attribute in each component together with their data type. The 
major methods and attributes in each class are plained in the implementation. 
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CHAPTER 6: Testing 
Chapter 6 discusses the testing phases that need to be done for the simulator. Simulator 
testing is done in three parts. Component testing will test the on the correct functionality of 
the GUI input to the simulator and module testing focuses on the functionality of LANE 
components. Finally, the system testing will test the entire system as a whole. 
6.1 Component Testing 
The component testing is performed to verify that the values for each variables defined are 
correctly captured and transferred. Additional debugging codes are added int the 
component classes to verify the values entered by the user. 
6.1.1 LANE Component Testing 
The test is performed to check the correct value of A TM address and MA addr s entered 
into LECS, LES/BUS and L C component. Be ides that, the lP addr s enter dint 
also performed. The iJISt'em.out.println statement is used for testing purpose: 
')!Stem.out.println("NSAP address: " t nsap.getValueO); 
System.out.println("MA address: " 1 mac.getValueO); 
System.out.printlnt'T? addres ': " 1 IP. ~etValu 0); 
6.1.1.2 Testing Result 
The tests are executed using several different A TM address and MA addr 
values entered are expected for the output from the additi nal debug ing 
he rre t 
Table 6.J: LANE omponent testing result 
Value entered by 
the n er 1--- 
utput 
.1. I l 1 
l. 
IP mld1·c,, r-.i-; r ~:>012 2 2.18 . I() . I -- 
I I fl l 
le l ·02 --~ _, 
202. I 8 . I 0 . l 2 2 18 ---- ~~~~~~ 
l lu2b ~1a2b 12c 12 201.17 .J .2 - 201 17 13 2 3. NSJ\ P ndc.h css 1 21 1 . 201. 17 . I c .2 . __ ..._~---_..;;..~-~-- 
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6.J.2 SimParamLTable Component Testing 
This test is to check the correct values for the parameter entered by the user into the 
SimParamLTable component and the consi tenc of the alue pas d from the component to 
the switch component. The coding bellow are used for the testing purpose: 
System.out.pnntini''El.Atl Name: "+ LANE NAME); 
System.out.println("LES NSAP address: "-t nsap); 
System.out.println/rAtlowed NSAP: " l Ansap): 
System.out.printlnt'iMask: " 1 mask); 
System.out.printlnt+Max Frame Size:" 1 max fr size); 
System.out.println("LAN type:" 1 Ian type); 
System.out.printlntEl.At! Name passed:" 1 rcell.fr.elanriame); 
System. out.println("LES NSA P address passed: " I re ell.fr. tr T atm add re s) ; 
System.out.prtruin/tMax Frame ize passed: " ' rcell.fr.max frm size); 
System.out.println("L.AN type passed: " ~ r ell.fr.Ian type); 
6.1.2.1 Testing Result 
The tests are executed using several different AN name, A TM addre , all w d A M 
addres , mask, maximum frame ize and AN type. The rr t alue ar p • t d f r th 
output from the debugging statement. 
• peered 
1. ELAN name 
LES NSAP address 
Allowed N AP addre 
Mok 
Max frame siz • 
- LANt)'.'P 
2. 
1400 
J 2 I 2 ]52 
I I I 1 I l 
LthGrn 'I I.th l l ·th net 
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3. ELANname Comp Como Comp 
LES NSAP address 1504 1504 1504 
Allowed NSAP address 1501 1501 1501 
Mask 160 160 160 
Max Frame size 1516 1516 1516 
LAN type Ethernet Ethernet Ethernet 
Value passed by Expected Output 
LECS output 
1. LES NSAP address 1304 1304 1304 
ELANName Default Default Default 
Max Frame Size 1516 1516 1516 
LANTvoe Ethernet Ethernet Ethernet 
2. LES NSAP address 1402 1402 [402 
ELANName Eng Eng Eng 
Max Frame Size 1516 1516 1516 
LANTvoe Ethernet Ethernet Ethernet - 
3. LES NSAP address 1504 1504 1504 
ELANName Comp Como Comp 
Max Frame Size 1516 1516 1516 
LANTvoe Ethernet Ethernet Ethernet 
Table 6.2: SimParamLtable testing re ult 
6.1.3 imPoramLECache omponeot Testing 
Thi te t is to check the correct values for the parameter add int th 
The information of L • s that succes fully join d the .. LAN will add int 
u 
that, it check th con i tency of value· passed from the 
The codinu show b low om used fi r the test in purpo · : 
Syst 1m.011t.prlntl11("/,/I 'JI); " I / •c· Id; 
• .vt 111.out.1 r/111/n("NS P t.rdtkt-.v,\·: " 1 m·ar.~.· 
8 stem.out.; r/111b1("M 'addrt•ss: " 1 111m· ,· 
S "'' m, oot.vr/111/n(" VJ [.· " 1 t11//. vp ,· 
S stem.0111.pl/nt/11(" ('I: " 1 r.·111/, rl ,· 
S st1 m. ma.wlntln(" NSA 1 • t1dtk1•.tt,\' passod: " t t1•1/,p-, lrg aim 1tNt •,\·.~ 
~1 stem. oul.prlnt/11("MJI(' udd, t'.\W 1 1s.\•1•tl: " t c·1•//1.jr. trµ fun d 'SI}, 
System.out.prlntln("Lh'C II ~ a.11,H•d: " t wlt. r.r q lti ): 
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6.1.3.1 Testing Result 
The tests are executed using several different LEC ID, ATM address and MAC address. The 
Table 6.3 shows the testing result of the component. 
Value entered by Expected value Output 
user 
1. LECID 1 1 1 
NSAP address 1401 1401 1401 
MAC address 401 401 401 
2. LECID 2 2 2 
NSAP address 1402 1402 1402 
MAC address 402 402 402 
3. LECID 3 3 3 
NSAP address 1501 l501 1501 
MAC address 501 501 501 
Value passed by E pected value Output 
LES/BUS 
1. LECID 1 I 1 
NSAP address 1401 1401 1401 
MAC address 401 401 401 
2. LECID 2 2 2 
NSAP address 1402 1402 1402 
MAC address 402 402 402 
3. LECJD 3 3 
NSAJ> address 1501 )501 1501 
MACathlr~ I I 501 
'fnbl 6.3: imPor unLEC ch t tin re ult 
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6.2 Module Testing 
The module testing is performed to check the functionalities of LECS, LES/BUS and LEC. 
The LECS is tested to verify the LE_CONFIGURE_REQUEST packet received from LECs 
during the configuration phase whereas LES/BUS is tested to validate the register packet 
from LECs on registration phase. LEC 
6.2.1 Configuration Function Testing 
The LE_CONFIGURE_REQUEST is verified by the LECS to ensure that the LEC is able to 
join the desired ELAN. It checked the information in the packet and decided whether the 
LEC is allowed to join the BLAN. Below is the configuration of the ELAN database: 
ELAN Attributes ELAN information 
1. ELANName Default 
NSAP address 1304 
Allowed NSAP address 0 
Mask 0 
Max frame size 1516 
LAN Type them et 
2. ELANName Comp 
NSAP address 1402 
Allowed NSAP address 1400 
Mask 152 
Max frame size 1516 
LAN 'fype themet 
Table 6.4: LANE Datsba e onfi oration 
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6.2.2.1 Testing Result 
The test is executed by adding a few LEC to join different ELAN. Table 6.5 shows the 
configuration packet sent to L C and the result f configuration te ting. 
Value input by user 
1. NSAP address 1403 
MAC address 403 
ELANName Default 
Max frame size 1516 
LAN type Ethernet 
Expected Result Configuration successful 
Result Configuration successful 
2. NSAP address 1502 
MAC address 502 
ELANName 0 
Max frame size 1516 
LAN type Ethernet 
Expected Result Configuration successful 
Result Configuration successful 
3. NSAP address 1303 
MAC address 303 
ELANName Comp 
Max frame size 1516 
LAN t).'.J>C Ethernet 
Expected Result Configuration failure NSAP address not match 
Result onf zurati n failure 
4. NSAJ, nddrci s 1405 
MA address 405 - 
ELAN Nam • 10tn[? 
MHx ft·Hm • lz • I ts 
1- 
LAN type r !thc1 n ·t , __ 
' ·~ •cctcd Result 'on 1 eur uion . ucc '. 'l I . lte~mlt C emit ut ti m : uc c., ul - 
T1lbl 6.5: Confl ur don fouctlon Ce tin • rt uU 
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6.2.2 Registration Function Testing 
This test is performed to verify the LE_JOIN_REQUEST received from LECs during 
registration phase. The LES/BUS will not allowed two LECs with same ATM address or 
MAC address to join the ELAN. Below is the configuration of the LES/BUS: 
V aloe input by user 
1. ELANName Default 
NSAP address 1404 
MAC address 404 
Max frame size 1516 
LAN Type Ethernet 
Table 6.6: Configuration of LES/BUS 
6.2.2.1 Testing Result 
The tests are executed using several LECs to join the LAN. The L S/BU able to decide 
whether the LEC is allowed to join the BLAN. 
Value input by user 
l. NSAP address 1403 
MAC address 403 
ELANName Default 
Max frame size 1516 
LAN type Ethernet 
Expected Result Registration successful 
Result Registration successful r-- 
- 2. NSAP nddrcss 1502 
MAC address 502 r- 
ELAN Name 0 ,_ 
Mux frum • 11iz • I I - 
LAN tl'.J.> • Ethcm t 
i-- ~I, ctud Rt•. ult ft • iNlr rtiou SUCCCN. ul 
Result I~ · ristrutton u ccs: fut 
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3. NSAP address 1303 
MAC address 303 
ELANName Comp 
Max frame size 1516 
LAN type Ethernet 
Expected Result Registration failure - ELAN Name not match 
Result Registration failure 
4. NSAP address 1405 
MAC address 405 
ELANName Default 
Max frame size 4544 
LAN type Ethernet 
Expected Result Reaistration failure - Max frame size not match 
Result Registration failure 
Table 6. 7: Registration function testing result 
6.2.3 Data Transfer Function Testing 
The purpose of this testing is to transfer packets of data from a source L C to a de ti nation 
LEC. Besides that, it is also ensure that the source LEC will follow the pr e f data 
transfer phase and destination LEC received the cells in sequence. 
6.2.3.1 Testing Result 
ource LE 
1. ATM address 1404 1406 
MAC address 404 4 
IP address 202.185. l.2 202.185.1.3 
ubnet Mak 25 .25 .25 .0 
ELAN Joined De tau It 
J) tu tr m f •r HU CC •• fully 
I atu t an. f ·r succes: · ull 
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2. ATM address 1306 1502 
MAC address 502 502 
IP address 202.185.2.3 202.185.2.4 
Subnet Mask 255.255.255.0 255.255.255.0 
ELAN Joined Comp Comp 
Expected Result Data transfer successfu1ly Data received in sequence 
Result Data transfer successfully Data received in sequence 
3. ATM address 1404 1306 
MAC address 404 306 
IP address 202.185.1.2 202.185.2.3 
Subnet Mask 255.255.255.0 255.255.255.0 
ELAN Joined Default comp 
Expected Result Data transfer failure - cannot No data r ceived 
find destination L C 
Result Data transfer failure - cannot No data recei ed 
find destination LEC 
Table 6.8: Data transfer funcdon testing result 
6.3 System Testing 
A topology as shown in Figure 6. J is built to test the sy tern. In thi topolo th r ar 
switches, one L Configuration Server, two ervers nam d fault nd m 
LE Clients. The prefix of ATM address under Switch 1 is J 300 wh r as th pr 
address under Switch 2 is 1400. 1 he JP address L 
range from 202.185.2.2 to 202.185.2.4 and the IP addres 
range from 202.185.3.2 to 202.18 .. 5. In th conf uratl n dot 
and n 
of ATM 
L \ ·11 
that join comp ELAN will 
, any L is 
BI al} \ allowed to join default AN but only 
to join comp 1LAN. 
with pr fi f ATM addre 1 
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ri;~·'''"''' tfotwmk !'iimulalm · l.me sim 11!1[!1 £i 
Figure 6.1: Simulation Topology 
6.3.1 Parameter Configuration of LANE Component 
This section details the configuration of each LANE component in the topol h 
configuration of the components will affect the result of imul tion an b l , ar 
configuration of each component in the topology. 
6.3.J.1 LE Configuration erver 
The parameters or L ·CS arc set a bol w: 
1302 
302 
0 
Log in, ev ty ti ·k.H (u~c · 
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The LANE database is configured as beJlow: 
LANE Name Default como 
NSAP 1304 1402 
Allowed NSAP 0 1400 
Mask 0 152 
LANtvoe Ethernet Ethernet 
Maximum Frame Size 1516 1516 
6.3.1.2 LES 
• LES/BUS of default BLAN 
ELANName default 
NSAP 1304 
MAC 304 
ELAN tvne Ethernet 
Maximum Frame Size 1516 
Bit rate (Mbits/s) 10 
Start Time (usecs) 0 
Lot!t!ine everv (ticks) 1 
• LES/BUS of comp BLAN 
ELANName comp 
NSAP 1304 
MAC 304 
ELAN type Ethernet 
Maximum Frame Size 1516 
Bit rate (Mbits/s) 10 
Start Time (usecs 0 
Loaainu everv (ticke) 1 
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6.3.l .3 LECs 
In the simulation, LEC dl, d2 and d3 will join default BLAN whereas LEC cl, c2, c3, c4 will 
join comp ELAN. The parameters of I, are how a b 1 w: 
• LECs that join default BLAN 
LECName dl d2 d3 
NSAP 1306 1308 1409 
MAC 306 308 409 
IP address 202.185.2.2 202.185.2.3 202.185.2.4 
Subnet mask 255.255.255.0 255.255.255.0 255.255.255.0 
Lo22inJ,? every (ticks) l l l 
Maximum data frame 1516 1516 1516 
Control time out (sec) 1 1 l 
Max unknown frame count 1 I I 
Max unknown frame time (usecs) 1000000 1000000 1000000 
Max retry count I 1 I 
A2ing time (sec) 5 5 5 
Start time (usecs) 0 0 0 
Bit Rate (Mbits/s) 15 10 5 
Number of Mbits to be sent 15 15 15 
Delay between calls 1000000 1000000 1000000 
ELAN to ioin default default default 
ELAN type Ethernet Ethernet Ethernet 
Destination fl) address 202.185.2.4 202.185.2.2 202.185.-.2 
• LECs that join comp LAN 
LE N11me cl c2 
NSAP 1404 1406 
MA 404 406 
IP address 202.18 .. 2 202.18 . 
ubnet mask 255.255.255. 255.255.255. 
Ma imum data 
ount 
Max unknown tram I 000000 
time usecs 
1000000 10 000 
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Max retrv count 1 1 1 ] 
A2ine: time (sec) 6 5 5 5 
Start time (usecs) 0 0 0 100 
Bit Rate (Mbits/s) 15 10 5 5 
Number of Mbits to 15 15 15 15 
be sent 
Delay between calls 1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000 
ELAN to ioin comp comp comp comp 
ELANtype Ethernet Ethernet Ethernet Ethernet 
Destination JP 202.185.3.3 202.185.3.2 202.185.3.5 202.185.3.4 
address 
6.3.2 Simulation Testing 
The testing of the simulation is divided into three phases, which are configuration phase 
joining phase and data transfer phase. 
6.3.2.1 Configuration Phase 
In this phase all LECs will first contact with L C by ending a 
L _CONFTGURE_REQUEST packet to find the location of will return an 
L _ CONFlGURE_RESPONSE packet to indicate whether they arc allowed to j in the 
ELAN. 
Expected Result 
In this phase, all L Cs will able to get the ATM addr of E e 
becau e its ATM addr s does not allow ditto join c mp ., AN. 
imulation Result 
L C c3 1s not allow d to join mp ·.LAN wh •r .as th r L 
L R R' P N -' 1hat include the A M addr .• of the 
L swill proceed to the joinin phase lo conta l th • LL. nd 
t join. Th e 
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x I 
j ~ ./' .. Configuration successful x - Configuration failure 
Figure 6.2: Simulation result of configuration phase 
6.3.2.2 Join Phase 
In the joining phase, all LECs that have the A TM address of will t up a V t 
contact the LES and sent L _JOIN_ QU ST through the V C. full 
join the LAN will get a L CID from the its L 
Expected Result 
In thi pha e, c4 will not able to join comp bLAN becau ·c it 1 am with c2. 
c2 i registered earlier than c3 and therefore f comp will n t all wed duplicat MAC 
address to rcgist r with it. thor LL swill niece .. fully join the int ind d "'LAN. 
lmul tion It •. ult 
A hown in •i urc >.3, only c I and c2 i nllowcd to join th LI AN wherca c i rejected by 
L · ' of comp. I esid s thnt, d I, d2, md d Im succ ·s. fully joined d · ault ,LA . 
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1 
2 
.. MAC Ad... VPI ------- 404 141 
406 38 
Figure 6.3: LE Cache of comp LES 
6.3.2.3 Data Transfer Phase 
All LECs that successfully joined the ELAN will start sending data to the destination. In this 
phase, the ability of LEC to coin an ARP _REQUEST to get the destination MAC address and 
reply an ARP _RESPONSE after receiving an ARP _REQUEST for its AMC address will be 
tested. Besides that, a LEC will send LE_ ARP_ REQUEST to get the ATM address of the 
destination. The testing of LECs ability to retransmit ARP_ QUEST after control time ut 
and clear its LE_ARP table after aging time is carried out. 
LES/BUS of comp ELAN and default ELAN is test to multicast ARP R QU and 
ARP_RESPONSE received from LECs, response to L _ARP _R QU ST r cei cd fr rn 
LECs. 
In this phase, we will look into details the data transmission of d 1. Tabl 6. 
data transfer time and destination: 
Time (second) Destination IP 
0 202.185.2.4 
3 202.185.2.3 
5 202.185.2.4 
9 202.185.2.3 - --- 
Table 6.9: Dntn Tron fer of dl 
•~x1>c ·tcd Rc~mlt 
Every time wh •n <JI need tot am mit datn, it will 10 throu h the d nu tr nsf r ph e. ir t f 
nil, d I will look into it, ARP table in ord r to find MA 1ddrcs. de unauon If the MA 
oddr is not found, it ent an ARP R QUI~s·1 to BUS ind bro dca l t e cry L 'f hen 
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it will get ARP _RESPONSE either from BUS or directly from destination LEC and stored 
the destination MAC address in its ARP table. If it does not receive an ARP_ RESPONSE 
from destination, then it will retransmit the ARP _REQU ST. After that it start sending data 
packet to BUS and broadcast to all LECs. At the same time, it looked into its LE_ ARP table 
to map the MAC address to A TM address. If d 1 found the A TM addres , it set up a data 
direct VCC to reach the destination, else it will sent an LE_ARP _REQUEST to LES to 
resolve the ATM address of destination. After it gets the A TM address from LES, it will set 
up a data direct VCC to sent data to the destination. This procedure is repeated in very data 
transmission session. dl will clear its cache in L _ARP table after the aging time is expir d. 
Simulation Result 
In the simulation, d3 was not able to received ARP _RESQUEST from dl b cause it hasn't 
joined default BLAN when dl sent the ARP _REQU T. dl retransmit the ARP 
after the control time out expired. Then, it received the ARP_ through the Data 
Direct VCC from d3. After dl received the ARP _R PONS from d3 it a e the MA 
addr ss in to its ARP table and looked into its _ARP table to find for d3 A M addr . but 
it is not available. So, it sent a L _ARP _R Q ST t and cnt d l a 
LE_ARP _RESPONSE that attached the ATM address of d3. d 1 save the ATM addre f d 
into LE_ARP table and set up a new data direct YC to send data. Then it tart ndin 
data and release the data direct VCC after the data transmi sion is over. 
During the second data transfer se ion, it will g through the data tr n r ph a in ut it 
received the AR _ R PONS from d2 through BU . It rel ase th data din t V aft- r 
the data transmis ion is over. 
In the third data tran 'fer es ion to d , it is iblc to ind the MA addr s nd A addr of 
d3. Then, it dir ·ctly set up a new data direct V t con ct the tination and tart nding 
data LO dl 
Allor aging um · pircd, d I I · 1 i1. LE AIH tubl ·cu h · o i1 will n · d t 
dat trunsf r phu: u all over a uin to ·t th MA ud , . ind A'l M addrc f d2. 
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6.4 Summary 
Testing of LANE stimulator begins with component testing, followed by module testing and 
system testing. Component testing focuses on the individual testing of each class. 
Meanwhile, module testing focuses on configuration phase testing, registration phase testing 
and data transfer phase testing. The system testing tests the whole simulator to ensure that it 
runs on the actual environment. 
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CHAPTER 7: Conclusion 
The development of the ATM LANE network simulator components has provided several 
valuable insights into the methodology of network simulations, as well as proven the viability 
of several important concepts used in the approach to network simulation. 
The use of Object-Oriented Programming approach has provided a several key benefits to the 
development of the network simulator. It provides the benefits of modularity in which every 
object forms a separate entity whose internal workings are decoupled from other parts of the 
system. The use of this approach provide the network simulator with other features such as 
simplicity, modularity, extendsibility, maintainability and reusability. 
The strength of the Java programming language has realized the benefits Object-Oriented 
Programming approach. lt provides the capability to implement object-oriented principle 
and enforces these principles. Java provides all the luxuries of object-oriented programming: 
class hierarchy, inheritance, encapsulation and polymorphism. 
The other great features of Java are built-in support for multithreading and the ability of the 
threads to run simultaneously. Finally, the ability of Java to work under differ nt latf rm 
has fulfilled the objectives of this project. 
This project managed to achieve the overall project objective and goal i.e. d el pm mt f 
an object-oriented, multithreading and cross-platform A M LAN imulat r. imulat r 
can be used as a training kit for user in de igning and testing L 
highlights the strengths, limitation and future enhancement f the LA ,, imulat r. 
7.1 y,t m tren ths 
• The de ign of network imulator i u er friendly and easy t he u r can asil add 
a new LAN component to the topolo y and imul t th nctw rk. 
• he imulntor i fully object oriented whereby all th unct: m. and m dulc ar uilt in 
cla s. 
• Thu user can use the LLC to tr 1m11nit d u 1 p· ·kct to d · ired desunutron continu ly y 
ju t chongin, the dcstinntion IP addr '. .. 
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7.2 System Limitation 
• Location ofLECS via fLMI is not supported. 
• The Virtual Machine of Java cause the simulation runs slov ly. 
• The data packet does not go through ATM Adaptation Layer 5 (AAL 5), which perform 
the function of segmentation and reassembly the data packet. 
7.3 Future Enhancement 
• Supports for unregistration of LEC from its current ELAN. Currently, the LEC can 
register with an ELAN but it is not allowed to unregister itself form the LAN. 
• Implementation of Distributed LANE in order to distributes the ANE ervices load 
among a mesh of LES/BUS DLE peer servers. This will able to impr e the performance 
for remote LECs, increased the network reliability and fault tolerance. 
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APPENDIX 
A. System Testing Log File 
ID 1 "lees" "Status of L S" 
ID 2 "default" "Status of LES" 
ID 4 "comp" "Status of LES" 
ID 3 "dl" "Status of LEC" 
ID 9 "d2" "Status ofLEC" 
ID 8 "d3" "Status of LEC" 
ID 7 "cl" "Status of LEC'' 
ID 6 "c2" "Status of LEC" 
ID 5 "c4" "Status ofLEC" 
0 3 find LECS 
0 3 UNI to LECS 
0 9 find LECS 
0 9 UNI to LECS 
0 8 find LECS 
0 8 UNI to LE S 
0 7 find LECS 
0 7 UNI to L 
0 6 find L S 
0 UNl to LE S 
4418 3 onnectioo to LECS successfully 
4418 3 ending L _ NF _R QU 1 
5237 1 Get L _ ONF_R QUEST froml306 
5237 1 Send success message to 1306 
5510 7 onnection to LE S succes fully 
5510 7 Sending LE_ ONF _REQU T to L 
5783 9 onnection to L CS succe fully 
5783 9 Sending L _ ON _REQU T to 
6056 3 Found LES from L S 
6056 6 onnection to LE successfully 
6056 6 Sending L _ ON _R U T to L 
6056 3 UNl to L ~ 
6602 I et L ~ _ 08 
111 I ,I~ S 
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9605 3 Join LES Successfully 
9605 9 Connection to LES successfully 
9605 3 Searching mac in ARP table failed 
9605 3 Sending ARP Request 
9605 9 Sending LE_JOJN_REQUEST to LES 
9878 7 UNC SUCCESS to LES 
10424 2 Get ARP REQUEST: from 202.185.2.2 finding 202.185.2.4 
10424 2 Start Multicast ARP request 
10424 6 UNI SUCCESS to LES 
10697 7 Connection to LES successfully 
10697 2 Get LE_JOIN_REQUEST from 1308 
10697 2 Response status 0 for 1308 
10697 7 Sending LE_JOIN_REQUEST to LES 
11243 6 Connection to LES successfully 
11243 l GetLE_CONF_REQUESTfrom1309 
11243 1 Send Failure message to 1309 
11243 6 Sending LE_JOIN_REQUEST to LES 
11516 9 Join LES Successfully 
11516 4 Get LE_JOIN_REQUEST from 1404 
11516 4 Response status 0 for 1404 
11516 9 Searching mac in ARP table failed 
11516 9 Sending ARP Request 
11789 8 Connection to LECS successfully 
11789 8 Sending LE_ CONF _REQUEST to LECS 
12062 4 GetLE_JOJN_REQUEST from 1406 
12062 4 Response status 0 for l 406 
12335 2 Get ARP REQUEST: from 202.185.2.3 finding 202.185.2.2 
12335 2 Start Multicast ARP request 
12335 7 Join LES Successfully 
12335 7 Searching mac in ARP table failed 
12335 7 Sending ARP Request 
12881 6 Join LES Successfully 
12881 6 Searching mac in ARP table failed 
12881 6 Sending ARP Request 
13154 4 Get ARP REQUEST: from 202.185.3.2 finding 202.185.3.3 
13154 4 Start Multicast ARP request 
13427 1 Get _ ONF _R QU T fr ml40 
13427 1 Send success message to 1409 
13700 4 Get ARP U T: from 202.185.3.3 findin 2 2.185.3.2 
13700 4 Start Multicast ARP reque t 
15065 8 Found L from 
15065 8 NJ to LE 
161578 NI 'toL 
l 7249 3 ct AR re quo t fr m 08 202. J 8.5.2.3 
1724 3 S nt ARP R ' P N, • to 
18068 2 ot ARP R ~ P NS : from 202.18 .2.2 t 2 2.18 .2. 
180 8 2 endin Multi u t ARP p 11 o 
18 41 > ot ARP re que I from '104 0 .18 .. 2 
18 4 I out AR I' IU!.S P NS • t I S 
18 14 8 onn ·ct ion to LES ucce litlly 
18 147 1 tARPnH1uetfi m40 2 2.18 .3. 
18 147 ·ntARPRTISP NS~toB S 
18 14 8 Sending Ll'_J JN_RI::. I' 10 I 1~' 
I 1604 etARPR-SP NE: r m202.185 .. 3t 202.lS.5.3.2 
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19160 4 Sending Multicast ARP response 
l9433 4 Get ARP RESPONSE: from 202.185.3.2 to 202.185.3.3 
19433 4 Sending Multicast ARP response 
20252 2 Get LE JOIN REQUEST from 1409 
20252 2 ResponS"e staws 0 for 1409 
2 l890 8 Join LES Successfully 
21890 8 Searching mac in ARP table failed 
21890 8 Sending ARP Request 
23255 9 Get ARP response from 306 
23255 9 Sending cell to LES for multicast 
23528 2 Get ARP REQUEST: from 202.185.2.4 finding 202.185.2.2 
23528 2 Start Multicast ARP request 
24074 2 LE ARP request: get from 1308 finding 306 
24074 2 Find ATM add 
2407 4 7 Get ARP response from 406 
2407 4 7 Sending cell to LES for multicast 
24347 2 Get ARP Broadcast: from 308 sending to 306 
24347 2 Multicast data cell 
24893 9 Found atm addr from LES 
24893 4 LE ARP request: get from l 404 finding 406 
24893 4 Find ATM add 
24893 6 Get ARP response from 404 
24893 6 Sending ceJl to LES for multicast 
25166 4 Get ARP Broadcast: from 404 sending to 406 
25166 4 Multicast data cell 
25712 4 LE ARP request: get from 1406 finding 404 
25712 4 Find ATM add 
25712 7 Found atm addr from LES 
25985 4 Get ARP Broadcast: from 406 sending to 404 
25985 4 Multicast data cell 
26194 7 Sending cell to LES for multicast 
26194 7 Sending setup cell 1406 
26531 6 Found atm addr from LES 
27077 4 Get ARP Broadcast: from 404 sending to 406 
27077 4 Multicast data cell 
27350 7 UNI SUCCESS to lee 
274 5 9 Sending cell to L S for multica t 
27495 9 Sending setup cell 1306 
27719 6 Sending cell to ' for multicast 
27719 6 Sending setup coll 1404 
28169 2 Get ARP roudca t: from 308 sending t 30 
28 I 69 2 Multicast data cell 
28169 7 onnection to ucce fully 
28169 7 tart sondin c II 
28442 UN l to lee 
28442 4 tit ARP roadc t: from 40 > endin to 404 
28442 4 Multica t unto c II 
28715 6 UNI U BS' lo I c 
287 l 3 t ARP re quo t from 40< 2 2. I Ii .2.4 
28715 ent ARP R jSP NSE to BU' 
2 2 I 01m ction to fully 
2 2 I Stiu t endlu c It 
2 534 2 et ARP R' 'P NSL: fr m 202.185.2.2 1 202.1 ~S.2.4 
29534 2 Sending Multicast ARP re pon e 
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29534 6 Connection to LEC successfully 
19534 6 Start sending cell 
35813 8 Get ARP response from 306 
35813 8 Sending cell to LES for multicast 
37451 2 LE ARP request: get from 1409 finding 306 
37451 2 Find ATM add 
37724 2 Get ARP Broadcast: from 409 sending to 306 
37724 2 Multicast data cell 
39089 8 Found attn addr from LES 
44293 8 Sending cell to LES for multicast 
44293 8 Sending setup cell 1306 
45368 8 UNI SUCCESS to lee 
45914 2 Get ARP Broadcast: from 409 sending to 306 
45914 2 Multicast data cell 
47825 8 Connection to LEC successfully 
47825 8 Start sending cell 
500000 5 find LECS 
500000 5 UN1 to LECS 
511652 5 Connection to LECS successfully 
511652 5 Sending LE_CONF _REQUEST to LE 
513290 l Get LE_ ONF _REQUEST from 1408 
513290 l Send success message to 1408 
514928 5 Found LES :from LECS 
5l4928 5 UNl to LES 
516020 5 UNl SUCCESS to LES 
516839 5 Connection to LES successfully 
516839 5 Sending LE_JOIN_REQUEST to L 
517658 4 Get LE_JOlN_REQU ST from 1408 
517658 4 Response status 5 for 1408 
5184 77 5 Failed Joining LES 
100009605 3 an't get ARP RESPON E from destination 
ID0010324 2 Get ARP REQUEST: from 202.185.2.2 finding 202.185.2.4 
I 00010324 2 Start Multicast ARP request 
JD0016603 8 Get ARP resquest from 306 202.185.2.2 
100016603 8 Sent ARP RESPONSE through conn 
1DOO18241 3 Get ARP response from 409 
100018241 3 Sending ell to LES for multicast 
J 00019060 2 LE ARP request: get from 1 06 finding 40 
1000 I 9060 2 Find A TM add 
J 000 I 9333 2 ot ARP Br adcast: from 306 sendinn to 40 
100019333 2 Multica t deta cell 
t 000 t 987C 3 F und ann oddr from L ~ 
10002 J 067 3 ending cell to L ~ fi r multica t 
t 0002 I 067 Send in • , etup coll 1409 
10002 I 7 0 2 t ARP roudcu t: rom 3 6 scndin to ~ 
J 000217 0 2 Multicast dnta Cl.lll 
10 2206 . NI 8U ' 'l!.SS to I e 
I 000 2 4 7 Finl It St.mdin d 11 1 c"ll 
I 0002. gc 3 3 Sending cell to I ,I. ' or multi· 1 t 
I 00024 20 3 mncction to LI. ' ucccst fully 
I 00024 20 . S1u1 t uding coll 
1000 47 2 ol AHP nrn1d 11 t. fio111 ·11di11 t.>'10 
I 00024 7 . 2 Mulricast data c ·II 
t '.13324487 Finish ending data cell 
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J 5002173 5 9 Finish sending data cell 
199993643 3 Finish sending data cell 
299993643 3 Searching mac in ARP table failed 
299993643 3 Sending ARP Request 
299994290 2 Get ARP R QUE T: from 202.185.2.2 finding 202.18 .2.3 
299994290 2 Start Multicast ARP request 
2999994 77 9 Get ARP resquest from 306 202.185.2.2 
299999477 9 Sent ARP RESPONS to BUS 
300000296 2 Get ARP RESPONSE: from 202.185.2.3 to 202.185.2.2 
300000296 2 Sending Multicast ARP response 
300005210 3 Get ARP response from 308 
30000 5 210 3 Sending cell to LES for multicast 
300006029 2 LE ARP request: get from 1306 finding 308 
300006029 2 Find ATM add 
300006302 2 Get ARP Broadcast: from 306 ending to 308 
300006302 2 Multicast data cell 
300006848 3 Found atm addr from LES 
300008036 3 Sending cell to LES for multicast 
300008036 3 Sending setup cell 1308 
300008759 2 Oet ARP Broadcast: from 306 sending to 308 
300008759 2 Multicast data cell 
300009032 3 UNL SUCCESS to lee 
300009851 3 onnection to LE successfully 
30000985 J 3 Start sending cell 
300032773 8 Finish sending data cell 
399980612 3 Finish sending data cell 
499980612 3 Sucoesfully get mac 409 from arp table 
499980612 3 Find atm addr in LE_ARP table 
499980612 3 Sending cell to L S for muhica t 
499980612 3 Sending setup cell 1409 
499981259 2 Get ARP Broadcast: from 306 sending to 409 
499981259 2 MuJticast data cell 
499981532 3 UNI U CESS to lee 
499983438 3 Sending cell to L S for multici t 
499983989 3 Connection to L ucces fully 
499983989 3 Start sendin cell 
4999842 2 2 et Al P roadca t: fr rn 306 ndin to 4 
499984262 2 Multicast data cell 
500028169 7 elete cache fr m · ARP table 
500029261 Delete cache from L · ARP table 
50002 534 6 elete cache from L -ARP tubl 
50004 7825 8 Dcloto cache from E ARP t t I 
599 5 014 ·ini h endin 1 data ell 
6000 4 20 Delotc a ho from : ARP tabl 
8 0 0 8 I D let cnch from L · Al I) tubl 
8 9956014 3 Succe fully rot mo 3 8 fr im arp tnbl 
899 6 14. un't llnd 111111 uddr in Lh Al fJ tohl ... 11di11 LI:. Ar I' ie 1uc. t 
8 t 5 >014 S udinu LE ARP Rl~QUL8'1' to Lt ... 
8 9 014 S ndin ell to LI~' fi 1· multicn t 
68 5 2 I.lo. ARP r sque 'I: got rom I 06 Iiudin 08 
.,,_,~,,. . ,,,.... 2 Find A'I M add 
7108 2 t ARP J road n t: f 10111 06 ·11tli11f! to mt 
7 l 08 2 Multlcast dut t c 11 
899957 54 3 ound atm addr from L 
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899958840 3 Sending cell to LES for multicast 
899958840 3 Sending setup cell 1308 
899959565 2 Get ARP Broadcast: from 306 sending to 08 
899959565 2 Multicast data cell 
899959838 3 UNl SU SS to lee 
899960657 3 Connection to LE successfully 
899960657 3 Start sending cell 
999931416 3 Finish sending data cell 
999983989 3 Delete cache from LE_ARP table 
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